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The state park system, totaling 434 ,000 acres in 129 units,
contains dozens of ca,·es, and Texas Parks and Wildl ife
Department, (TPWD), officials are working with ca,·e
by Jay Jorden explorers to de,·elop management plans , said Michael W.
Herring, the department chief of Parks Special Services in
Destination : More than a dozen C<Wes. including Hills and Austin.
Dales Pit, Genesis Cave, Wurzbach Bat Ca,·e, Bexar County:
Honey Creek Cave, Carnal and Kendall counties; Natural The TPWD and the New Braunfels based Texas Ca,·e
Bridge Caverns and Bracken Bat Cave, Carnal Co.; Ezell's Management
Association
(TCMA),
co-hosted
the
Cave, Hays County; San Marcos Springs; Goat Cave symposiUm. They symposium included field trips to San
Preserve, including Wade Sink, Hideout Ccwe, Goat and Antonio and Austin area c;wes and educational facilities
;\l.1ple Run caves and Hammett's Ca,·e on Westca,·e including the Edwards Aquifier Research and Data Center,
Preserve, Tra,·is Co.
located on the campus of Southwest Texas State Cni,·ersity .

National Cave Management
Symposium

Personnel: About 50 caw1·s, government agency About fifty representati,·es from the Nature Com·ervancy
representatives and ca,·e consen·ationists from around the and government including the !'<ational Park Sen·ice, United
t.:.S.
States Geological Suney, Bureau of Land :'vlanagement, and
the Cnited States Forest Sen·ice. as well as local cavers,
Dates : October 4-7, 1989
attended the conference .
Vandalism at a Texas park containing prehistoric cave art
prompted state officials to install SUITeillance de,·ices in an
attempt to catch trespassers along the Pecos River ,
scientists told a symposium.
The surveillance devices, installed at six shelter caves
containing significant American Indian art. help protect the
paintings and other artifacts from ,·andalism . Barry L.
Bennett of the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department said on
Oct. 7.

As millions of Mexican free -tailed bats exited from Bracken
Bat CaYe, Rex Wahl. of the TPWD. commented that the
creatures had been declining in population. espescially in
Arizona and other Southwestern states. The Autin based
Bat Consen·ation International. (BCil, estimates the c;we's
population of free-taileds at :3 5 million -one of the largest in
the world. BCI, together with the ?\SS, ha1·e been working
to sa,-e bats, which eat harmful insects and pollinate many
species of plants.

The importance of two San Antonio area C<wes was
discussed.
George Veni , of the Texas Spelological
(TSA),
reported
that
Genesis
and
Association,
Hills-and-Dales caYes are important in replenishing the
Edwards Auqifier with water. The nation's ninth largest
city,
San Antonio. relies mainly on the layet· of ca,·ernous
He said that graffiti discovered at Seminole Canyon State
Historical Park, northwest of Del Rio near the Texas-~Iexico limestone to supply water to more than 1 million residents.
border, prompted the installation of infrared and magnetic
But TC\IA officials said urban de\'elopment has destroyed
sensors in 1985.
more than 50 ca,·es and other karst features that replenish
·'People were coming by and some were throwing their beer the aquifier o,·er the hlst 50 years.
cans and pitching pop bottles," he said. ·'Because of the rock
art and its value in preserved condition, they did not want George Veni went on to say that in Bexar County. where the
San Antonio metropolitan area is located, occupies
anyone defacing the walls with graffiti."
approximately 10c-c of the recharge zone, and that more than
Bennett said he was uncertain how many prosecutions 50'C. of the county is urbanized.
resulted, but the security system alerts the park
superintendent and his staff when anyone approaches the "There is an easy solution to the problem, but that solution
C<We art, some of which was drawn about 12,000 years ago. is not ewn considered by the go,·ernment", said \"eni at the
start of the symposium . "That is to stay off the recharge
"The sensors have been working quite effecti,·ely," he said , zones . To develop there is to jeopardize the water and
adding they also protect spear points, pottery and other growth of the city of San Antonia··
artifacts at the park.

"Given the remote nature of the shelters and the rock art ,
we were concerned about vandalism.'' Bennett of Austin told
the :'-iational Cave ~lanagement Symposium. ·'Some people
are specifically searching out this rock art."

Bennett was one of more than a dozen speakers to address
the four-day symposium on problems and solutions in
m~naging caves and their contents on government and
pnvate lands.
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Notes on Mexpeleo 89

by Sheila Knight

After almost a year of fanfare, it finally happened. More
than 250 American cavers -- many from Texas -- converged
on sunny, balmy Central Mexico for a week of caving,
seminars and camaraderie with their Mexican counterparts.
Actually, the weather was a little cooler than anticil?"ated,
and succeeded in freezing many of the tropical plants m the
Sierra Madre Oriental. The Arctic Express that brought
record cold temperatures to Texas also moved southward,
ruining many of the coffee and banana crops upon which
residents depend for their livelihoods.
But, by the time Mexpeleo started, the weather was already
warming. Our destination was La Covadonga, a stately old
hotel and recreation complex south of Ciudad Valles,
formerly privately owned but lately run-down and in federal
hands. It is badly in need of repair, but served aptly as
headquarters for a bunch of rough-it caver types. Many
people had rooms, while others camped in a courtyard area.
Gill Edigei· of Austin had rigged a hot shower in the public
bath, but otherwise the water was a little on the cool side.
It came from warm sulphur springs, and could be used for
drinking, but only after purification with chlorine.
In spite of the warm weather, the rooms were sort of cold
because they were without heating. They were built, in fact,
for the tropical climate that prevails in the region.
By the time our group -- composed of Tricia Daugherty of
Knoxville, Tenn.; Mike and Jeff Walsh of New Braunfels;
and I-- had arrived a day or so after Christmas, the weather
was warming. We had spent the Tuesday of Christmas week
at the wonderful Hotel Taninul east of Valles, containing a
hot water swimming pool.
The hotel features a cave right on the property~
Unfortunately, it's a sort of a party cave, with steps, a
ballroom and a bar or two inside. But bats live in the back
of the cave, behind a gate. Some small formations were
inside. The hotel establishment holds grand soirees inside for
its high-paying guests. We explored its recesses completely,
finding no new leads.·
On Tuesday, the secretary of tourism for the state of San
Luis Potosi gave the welcoming address, followed by
programs on caves of the Xilitla Karst by Peter Sprouse and
caves of the Sierra de El Abra by Bill Russell. Also, two
mapping projects got under way. Bill Farr led a group to
Sotano del Tigre while Don Broussard organized a trip to
Sotano del Venadito.
We breakfasted in the Valles area on Wednesday, after
which we took the opportunity for shopping at the crowded
markets in town. Then. we went to La Covadonga and
registered, getting the last room that was available.
At the convention, cavers continued a mapping project at
Sotana del Venadito, a multi-drop stream cave. Also,
surveying was wrapping up at Tigre. Trips began filtering
out to Sotano de las Golondrinas, the second-longest free
drop inside a cave in the world. This was also the day that
part of a body was found in Nacimiento del Rio Choy by
cavers. It was theorized that the man could have been struck
by a train on nearby tracks and his body then fell into the
water. Authorities were summoned from nearby Valles to
begin an investigation. The cavers helped the local rescue
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squad bring out the body, so there was some real excitement
for a while. The remains were rather grim looking, but
cavers, never letting a good photo opportunity slide by, were
busy with their shutters.
Also Wednesday, cavers went to Sotano de Cepillo, a
spectacular 126-meter pit near Tamapatz. One of the large
group present was a British caver who became quite ill at
the bottom of the drop and had to be hauled out. Everyone
at the to.p was enlisted in the haul team, and ajumar safety
was used on the rope, with the sick caver coming out in
record time.
The convention received papers on Wednesday evening from
John Pint on Cueva del Chapuzon; Ramon Espinasa on
Sumidero de Aclala; and Mark Minton on Sistema Huautla.
After the evening program, a bonfire and party ensued in the
jungle, north of the buildings. Sprouse even rigged up a
sauna for the enjoyment of many.
During the day on Wednesday, we drove to a spectacular set
of waterfalls, Las Cascadas de Micos, located west of Valles
in the mountains. The water was very cold, though, and we
leaped out almost as soon as we entered it. But many photos
were taken.
·
On Thursday, we drove to Xilitla, where I bought a hat. We
then went to a cave that the locals called "No Mas Cuera."
It was basically just a blind sinkhole in the jungle. One of
the boys who showed up when we arrived at the cave gave
us a bag of oranges he had hand-picked. Jeff gave him some
money, and a new Mexican entrepreneur was born! It was
sad to see many of the jungle plants wilted from the freeze.
and we watched a disgusted-looking local chopping down
coffee trees and saving the wood.
After the caving, we drove to the Xilitla birdhouse. a
picturesque jungle playground nestled in the rolling hills
outside the city carved out of the mountainside. .Jeff
attempted to go swimming there but it was still much too
cold. He executed a perfect cannonball into the water,
savoring every second before he hit the water, but then
grimacing from the cold and screaming, "Get me the towel
now! Get me the towel!"
We took the scenic route home, which involved a back way
to Xilitla, and then on paved highway again. We saw plenty
of small villages with thatched-roof houses and dirt streets.
We ate back in Valles, then participated in after-convention
day activities. A big slide show, narrated in English and
Spanish, was presented at La Covadonga.
On Friday, we rode with Carl Ponobshek up to Golondrinas.
halfway hoping that a rope was rigged there and ready to
be descended. A number of other cavers, including Steve
Dalton of Fort Worth and Sharon Lytle of Arlington, had
visited earlier. But, unfortunately, no rope was to be seen.
So we were content to gaze over the lip. Everyone was
impressed by the view. We then had to run back to the cars
to catch our rides because at least one of the drivers was tn
a big hurry.
A large group of cavers, including our entourage, dined in
Aquismon, which houses the municipal offices where
permission is sought to descend the area caves. Since I felt
a little queasy from a stomach virus that was going around
at convention, I sat in the truck and relaxed.
Back at the campground, many self-guided trips w~re
ongoing. Survey crews were needed for Sotano del Venad1to
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as well as Cueva del Aire, where Carol Vesley wanted to
continue a survey of the complex horizontal system. A trip
was discussed to Sotano del Rancho El Barro, the deepest
free-fall pit in the world. Alejandro Villagomez led a trip to
Sotano de Cepillo.
Workshops were held at the convention on biospeleology by
Jose Palacios-Vargas and cave archeology and paleontology,
conducted by Joaquin Arroyo-Cabrales. Evening programs
.included presentations on Grutas de Bustamante by
Giovanni Pierantozzi; Sistema Purificacion by Sprouse;
Sistema Cuicateca by Bill Farr and Vesley; and San
Francisco Lagunita in Guerrero by Mario Gomez.
Other programs were given by Maureen Handler on Cueva
de Borbollon; Sprouse on Purificacion; Valerio Sbordoni on
the Chiapas Project; and Marc Tremblay on Sierra Negra.
For lunch Saturday, the city of Valles helped bring out two
giant tamales carried on backboards. Wrapped in large
banana leaves, they were prepared by the Club de
Periodistas de Ia Husateca Potosina. They contained enough
food to feed dozens of people. This was followed by a lavish
banquet on Saturday riight, featuring a chicken entree, ·with
soup, trays of fruit, lots of beer and other refreshments.
Awards were presented and many door prizes given to happy
recipients. They included rope, climbing gear, lamps, packs
and other gear. The banquet was followed by a multimedia
"Best of Mexico" presentation by Dave Bunnell.
Overall, the convention was a smashing success. Vertical
contests and workshops were held all day Saturday at
Mexpeleo. A team mapped about 1 kilometer of Tigre on
Tuesday. Canadian cavers finished Sotano de Tampemoche,
descending drops of 12 and 95 m to a pinch at about -143
meters. Plans are already under way for the next Mexspeleo,
hkely to be held near Cacahuamilpa, Guerrero, in 1991.
Early Sunday, we packed and left for the big New Year's
blowout at Real de Catorce, where we met up with Jay
Jorden , who had taken public transportation down through
Monterrey. We also ran into the first of the cold, rainy
weather that we had left behind in Texas. Steve, Sharon and
other Texas cavers also came along for the party, which
featured some heavy-duty refreshments and a lavish New
Year's Eve banquet at the Hotel Real, along with plenty of
cuetes -- fireworks - - and other entertainment. The hotel
wanted 70,000 pesos for the dinner, and a number of cavers
held their own "poor boy" feasts in their rooms instead.
Fireworks on the roof in the rain! More refreshments~ Things
started winding down in the wee hours of the morning. After
what seemed like too short a sleep, we awoke with a real
need to begin journeying north. But we lingered just a while
longer to shop and browse at some of the jewelry shops in
town. Then it was on to Saltillo for a late lunch and then the
border crossing, which became a scramble with all of the
post-New Year's traffic heading back into Texas.

The Armchair Caver's Guide to
Mexpeleo 89
by Alan Malkiel
Destination: Ciudad Valles, SLP, Mexico.
Personnel: Susannah Patterson, Alan Malkiel, and about
230 International Cavers
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Dates: December 24, 1989- January 1, 1990
If you're expecting a tale of Big Pits, Miles of Borehole or
Virgin Passage, turn the page because this is a review
dedicated to all the wimp cavers out there. We left the truck
behind and took the Volvo just to get into the proper cushy
frame of mind and set out for the tropics of inner Mexico.
An overnight rest in Brownsville prepared us for the
grueling eight hour drive to the Hotel Taninul which was to
be our base for the next six days.
To give some structure to this trip report I will present my
comments in the same order as our priorities. First, the
accommodations. First class all the way. The hotel comes
equipped with giant hot springs/swimming' pool flowing a
few degrees above body temperature, two private caves for
your enjoyment (one has been converted into a disco), foot
thick walls, and king-size beds spacious enough for four
cavers, all for the price of a Motel 6. Since the hotel is 2 Km.
~rom the main road you wake up to the sound of jungle birds
mstead of mufferless trucks and busses. The majority of
cavers were being poor bunked at the convention site without
so much as hot water for about $1.00 per night each, less if
they brought a tent.
Of course, food has to come close behind lodging and there
was food aplenty. For rich folks only, the hotel dining room
has white linen on the chairs as well as the tables, live
music at night, friendly waiters who are patient with !!fade
school Spanish, and as an added bonus, the occasional CTOOd
tasting dish at a reasonable price. Typical bill f;r 2
including cerveza and tip was about $20.
Highlights were the guacamole, 114 chicken, and goat cheese
enchiladas. Avoid the steaks and overpriced specials. For
your lunchtime enjoyment try the Don Juan Cafe in the
heart of the city. Super huevos , enchiladas , etc . at prices
which beat McDonalds. For something different, there is a
roadside stop about a mile north of the convention site which
definitely does
not resemble any Dallas eating
establishment.
It is a bit short on atmosphere (actually with no walls there
may be too much at times), and is not exactly sanitary (the
riverbank outhouse was 6 meters upstream from the water
dipping bucket). Also , don't expect to see your food at ni<Tht
illumination comes from a single bulb hooked to a "'c~;
battery. But overlook the small stuff and order the house
speciality, a plate of Acamaya. These critters are so good
they must be an endangered species. Picture a giant
crawdad (crayfish for you Yankees), with a body about 4 to
8 inches long, split, covered with garlic butter and broiled.
One bite and you're eating at the Ritz.
If your budget can' t take the $7 price tag, order a bowl of
;\lariscos (assorted seafood). It will keep your mind occupied
as you identify the contents; shrimp , squid. fresh water
clams, fish steaks, and a couple of smaller Acamayas to
remind your taste buds of heaYen. Food to avoid - the
convention· banquet comes to mind. The chef made his
"French Specialty", Turkey Tetrazzini. A superb example
of high-school cuisine, capturing the very essence of canned
stuff, accompanied by cabbage soup.

Once the important tasks were behind us, we did some
caving. Yes, I did say caving. It is necessary to indulge
occasionally in order to call one's self a caver. We picked
Cueva de Aire, a short horizontal cave needing some survey
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work. The cave was entirely forgettable by most standards
except for the fact it was used by the locals for sacrificial
offerings. Outside was a bag of decapitated chickens which
could only stimulate the imagination. Inside was the
unexpected. Candles were everywhere , some still burning,
a pool _of blood , figures drawn with white powder, money,
chicken bones, and open tin cans covered the floor; well you
get the picture. Our group of 11 consisted of one experienced
surveyor and 10 novices which accounts for the less than 80
meters surveyed in 4 hours .
If you're driving, forget unleaded gas , it's available only on
alternate Tuesdays . I traded 5 gallons of Chevron Supreme
to an unlucky soul with California plates for a ride to the
Tampico airport. Forget safe driving habits , you are sharing
the road with pigs, chickens, cows, horses of questionable
bac~ground, half the .populace of each, village, and trucks
with no lights. For that extra challenge you can follow our
example and bypass the border checkpoints, skip the
paperwork , and keep a close watch in the rear-view mirror
for the Federales. Not recommended for those with weak
hearts .

The real stuff. There was plenty for the serious caver:
multi-da y trips, the big drops, world-class slide shows ,
vertica l contests, etc. · . However, I'll le~v~ these topics to
others with a different perspective. ·

the Texas

Cav~

The stalwarts were not disappointed. Sewanee became thel
largest NSS Convention in history and its organizers puton
a great show.
It all started for the Texans when they began slowly
assembling caravans from the Lone Star State . Mike Walsh
and son Jeff drove up from New Braunfels Friday night and
picked me up in Dallas. We left at about 2 a .m. Saturday for
Mississippi.

Meanwhile, my wife left Virginia with Evelyn Bradshaw,
NSS Internal Organizations chairwoman, on Saturda1
morning. Sheila had been visiting her mother and relative;
in northern Virginia and we planned to rendezvous at the
convention.
After a Saturday morning stop at Vicksburg, Mississippi,
and the National Cemetery there and a drive through
Huntsville, Alabama, where we made a pilgrimage to the
NSS Headquarters on Cave Avenue, we arrived in Sewanee
on Sunday afternoon. Sheila and Evelyn had already
pitched camp and were visiting friends and getting involved
with convention activities.
The weather outlook was for scattered evening
thundershowers and highs in the upper 80s and lower 90s
with high humidity through convention week. We were not
disappointed on that score, since it had already rained by
the time we got to the campground. The old adage that NSS
conventions seem to brew rainstorms continued to be true. I
busied myself with signing up for a couple of trips to the
upper passage series in Fern Cave. The Huntsville Grotto
was conducting guided trips to the Alabama cave.
On Monday morning, the convention form a lly got under way
with the traditional welcome, where a university official said
the caver crowd was the largest group to visit the campus
since Union troops marched there in the mid-1800s. And,
he quipped, "They weren't even invited like you were ."
Then, the NSS Board of Governors immediately began their
meeting. Jim Goodbar of Carlsbad, N.M. had given me his
proxy to sit in on the meeting, which quickly got ahead of
schedule due to streamlining of the various reports that were
due.
·
Because the meeting was moving so quickly , it was mo red
that an hour-long period where NSS members got the chance
to address the board on topics of their own choice should be
moved up. In that hour , a number of topics were addressed,
including publicity on caves , with Donald G. Davis of
Colorado voicing concern about the amount of news coverage
on Lechuguilla. The discussion arose out of a report by
William Mobley, chairman of the NSS 50th Anniversary Ad
Hoc Committee, that a number of magazines had been
contacted about the event.

NSS Convention 1989
by Jay Jorden
Deep in the heart of Dixie, more than 1,300 caves from the
United States, Mexico, Europe, and China gathered at the
stately University of the South in Sewanee, Tennessee for
the annual NSS Convention. One year after the Society's
most successful convention ever at Hot Springs, S.D., many
observers wondered whether the record could be surpassed.

As it turned, out, those in attendance generally favored
positive publicity about the NSS, but opposed reaching out
to people who were not involved in caving to try to get their
interest in the activity. And, as it happens, that's exac tly
what the current NSS public relations policy entails.
Also Monday, conventioneers attended a Vertical Section
luncheon and meeting, a vertical forum, presentations on
underground lighting and cave interpretation, and a safety
and techniques display on 30 years of cave rescue. Later in
the afternoon, everyone adjourned to the campground for the
traditional Howdy Party at 6 p.m. Beer was donated by
Pigeon Mountain Industries.
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On Tuesday, the entire day for this writer was consumed at
the National Cave Rescue Commission meetings, which
began in the morning and lasted until later in the afternoon.
At issue were proposed instructor certification standards
and levels of training. By coincidence, there had been two
cave rescues, the first involving a conventioneer.
A caver fell in a Franklin County cave at about 1 p.m .
Sunday. He broke his arm and wrist in three places. Being
medically trained, he started his own care and sent for help .
The Franklin County Emergency Medical Service and the
county sheriffs · office notified the Chattanooga Hamilton
County Rescue Service and Walker County, Georgia, Cave
Rescue Squad who responded at about 3 p .m. from the
convention campground.
The first Bash team found the injured caver about one mile
back in the cave. Aside from his injuries, the caver was in
very good spirits and became a very cooperative patient.
Following assessment, splinting and stabilization of the
caver's arm by the initial response team, he walked out
under his own power. The caver exited the cave at 6 p.m.
He was treated and released from Winchester Methodist
Hospital and was back at conve-ntion by 10 p.m.
Several other cavers responded to the scene to stand by if
necessary. The report said the entire operation went
smoothly. But Dave Garcia sustained a badly broken left
arm. The caver from Ithaca, N.Y., at last report, was looking
for a way to drive his vehicle home.
In another successful rescue, "Lightning" and "Queenie ,"
two coon dogs, were found alive after 11 days underground.
"Lightning" was in good condition, but "Queenie" was very
weak after exiting from Skinner Cave in Williamson Co.,
Tenn. At last report, there was no word on the raccoons the
dogs were chasing when they went into the cave and were
trapped by rising water.
Also Tuesday were meetings of the History Section, Biology
Section, Video Section and Congress of Grottos; a dye tracing
workshop; beginning cartography, spa association meeting
and SMAPS users group. A basic cave surveying workshop
was held.
That evening, Sheila and I went to Cumberland Caverns, a
large commercial cave that is on the Top Ten longest list in
the country, with about 30 miles of passage. Only a small
percentage of the cave is open on the commercial tour, but
the showmanship of its owner, Roy Davis, and his
underground banquet hall, complete with musical organ,
chandelier and sound stage, made it worthwhile. We dined
on fried chicken and heard some excellent local bluegrass
music from two bands, plus Roy's keyboard mastery. A
regional group of cloggers got on stage to demonstrate some
fancy footwork, then pulled some cavers up there with them .
After the dinner and dancing, we went on the commercial
tour, which featured some of Roy's underground lighting
techniques. He majored in drama in college and it was
evident by the show inside the cave, complete with an
11-minute religious presentation midway through the
passages.
But the show didn't end there. Afterward , we were invited
to Roy's palatial estate to see his expensive toys, including
a full-scale theatre pipe organ, player grand piano, print
shop and darkroom.
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His hobby of restoring organs has grown into a business, and
he plans to install a massive pipe organ in the cave . As he
told an approving crowd, what better way to protect and
conserve a cave than to commercialize the first tiny fraction
of it and close the remainder?
Arriving back at campground after midnight, we mingled
with the Groad Hollow crowd at the Texans camping area.
Other Texans at convention included Joe Ivy and Linda
Palit, George Veni, Andy Grubbs, Peter Strickland and Jocie
Hooper, Dale Pate and Erika Heinen, Terry Raines, Doug
Allen and others.
Wednesday was a heavy meeting day, with talks in the
Conservation and Management Section scheduled all
morning, a luncheon and business meeting, along with a
50th Anniversary Committee meeting running concurrently.
Later in the afternoon was a grotto round-table and Public
Relations Committee workshop .
At the vertical contests, Berta Kirchman set a new world
record for the womens' (20-29) 120 m and 30 m climbs. The
120 m now stands at 4:16:03, with the 30 m at 34:03. Also,
Avis Van Swearingen set a new womens' (60-69) 30 m
record with a time of 1:36:03. Also, Jim Charlton set a new
mens' (20-29) 30 m record with a time of 34:03 .
Also Wednesday, Dr. William Halliday showed slides of
Southeast Asia caves and karst, with visiting Professor
Yuan of Gulin, China narrating his China slides. Other
workshops covered Canvas Grip, saltpeter production,
photography and cave registers. Bruce Zerr gave an
awesome presentation on cave meteorology and the amount
of cave passage calculated by volumetric studies in
Lechuguilla Cave at the U.S. exploration session. It's an
estimated 84 7 miles, he says!
That evening, the Terminal Syphons - veteran rockers from
the caving world, including lead vocalist Al Ogden, formerly
of San Marcos - blasted everyone's ears out at the
campground with many renditions of "Gloria" and some
vintage Rolling Stones. New this year was a lead guitarist
who could play licks with the best of ZZ Top and the band
rotated drummers and bass players through all night, with
some new tunes as well.
On Thursday, some of the outer reaches of Hurricane
Chantal began reaching the convention area , with a little
light rain, but no major weather. Sheila and I took this
opportunity to go caving (please see TAG Caving article in
this issue)
Also at convention that day were meetings of the electronics
section, geology and geography sessions , cave sun.-eying
workshop, along with luncheons of the Women 's Section ,
Geology and Geography" and Rescue Section. The afternoon
brought meetings of the National Speleological Foundation ,
archeology and anthropology, vertical techniques workshop ,
ge9graphy and geology sessions and a carillon concert.
Thursday evening was the long-awaited Photo Salon, which
has grown to a three-hour-long production or more . \Vith
more than 500 entries , including videos and multimedia
presentations, cavers took a long intermission while
innumerable slide carousels were changed. This year , along
with some beautiful Lechuguilla shots, were TAG caving
and Costa Rican expeditions. John Van Swearingen had
some fabulous multiflash shots up pits tn the
Tennessee-Alabama-Georgia region .
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On Friday, the BOG meeting continued from Monday's
recess . Also, an ali-day course was held for paid students on
an introduction to speleology. The course was designed for
cavers who want a better understanding of the cave-related
sciences . Presentations included Kyle Martin, karst geology;
Tom Kane, biospeleology; Fred Grady, paleontology; Larry
Spengler, karst hydrology; and Bruce Zerr, cave
meteorology .
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A banquet, awards presentation and multimedia show that
used three different meeting halls on campus culminated the
biggest NSS convention ever! Next year's is in northern
California, near Yrika , with the 50th anniversary
convention at Schoharie, N.Y. The 1992 convention will be
in Indiana. Y'all come!

Some ·cavers, during the week, had visite9- Nickajack Cave,
the home of more than 100,000 endangered gray bats. It is
located on the south shore of the Nickajack Reservoir near
the Nickaj a ck Dam. Its entrance, partially flooded by the
r~servoir , has been fenced to protect roosting bats from
disturbance .
At sunset, the bat flight can be viewed from the observation
area at the Tennessee Valley Authority's Maple View Public
Use Area.
Peter Ludwig of Austria showed slides of typical Austrian
alpine caves, general caving in the country and man-made
tunnels of the past 10 centuries. Also, a secret cave for 10
years, Kartchner Caverns in Arizona, was purchased by the
Arizona State Parks Department. Cavers are now directing
a $500,000 baseline studies program prior to development.
A presentation on underground wilderness, shown to
congressmen during the NSS' lobbying effort for the Federal
Cave Resource Protection Act, was also shown Friday.

.
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Health problems aside, the movement of air into and out of
caves has benefited many cavers in their search for new
passages to explore. In warm weather the condensation of
humid cave air issuing from underground often produces a
lush growth of mosses around the hole, which is a tell-tale
sign to the experienced eye. Moist cave air also condenses
in the winter as it rises from entrances, producing a vapor
column visible from great distances.

Cave Air and the Caver
by Woodrow Thomas
How do cave winds affect the average caver, and how can
they apply an understanding of them? From the standpoint
of safe exploration, the amount of air movement or lack
thereof creates special problems.
At the temperature
common in many North American caves, 41-68 degrees
Fahrenheit, a strong wind is not necessary for wind chill to
occur. For instance, a 52 degree cave with a gentle breeze,
say 5 m.p.h., can create a wind chill factor equal to that of
36 degree cave with hardly any air flow.
These conditions can and do cause hypothermia, a
dangerous lowering of the body's core temperature, leading
to impairment of bodily functions and even death. This
situation is exacerbated by a caver getting wet and/or
remaining motionless for a considerable period of time. A
combination of proper precautionary measures and clothing
can reduce this threat.
On the other hand, in caves without an adequate
atmospheric exchange mechanism, explorers can face "bad
air" problems. These caves tend to be small, with a single
entrance, and vertical. The problems can be due to low
oxygen and/or high carbon dioxide levels. Normal processes
in caves, such as decomposition of organic debris, creates
carbon dioxide levels of 1-2%. Carbon dioxide is heavier than
ordinary cave air, and when there is little air flow to flush
the cave, the carbon dioxide will settle downward and
displace the oxygen. This causes decreased levels of oxygen
at greater depths within the cave.
Oxygen levels lower than 19.5% are considered hazardous
and possibly detrimental to human health. Although some
cavers can function in oxygen levels below this threshold,
levels of 17-18% often times cause headaches. Fifteen
percent is the approximate beginning level of dangerous
hypoxia, a lack of adequate body oxygen. Symptoms are
mcreasing unrecognized
grogginess
and eventually
blackouts. When the oxygen content reaches 12%, the
situation is critical; and death is rapid in the 7-8% range.
High levels of carbon dioxide in caves are distressing, rather
than lethal because the human body can survive
surprisingly high concentrations. Even though around 3%
carbon dioxide is considered the maximum level that will
permit strenuous exertion, Australian "bad air cavers" have
reported functioning in levels as high as 6%. In Layton
Cave, Missouri, cavers experience hard, rapid breathing
which result from temporary carbon dioxide levels as high
as 8%. The symptoms of high carbon dioxide content can
serve as valuable early warning signals of dangerously low
levels of oxygen.

The existence of a large underground system can be deduced
by a powerfully blowing hole, no. matter how obscure or
insignificant it may outwardly appear. This was aptly
demonstrated by the extension of Lechuguilla Cave,
unquestionably the most exciting and important spelean find
in recent times. Prior to 1986, the known cave was only a
single room with a few insignificant side passages, and a
breakdown area with some strongly blowing holes. After the
aborted digging attempt by the Cave Research Foundation
(CRF), in the early 1970's, a group of cavers organized a
successful effort in 1985 that managed to break through into
major passages the next year, and the rest is history.
Successful digs undertaken within caves and indicated by
airflow have led to important discoveries in Jewell Cave,
South Dakota; Fixin-to-Die Cave and Cave of the Winds in
Colorado; and many others.
Likewise, seemingly
unimportant side passages have been followed to significant
lengths because alert explores noticed wind patterns. In
March, 1980, cavers followed the breezes into a new area in
the southwest part of Wind Cave, South Dakota. They
subsequently explored several miles of passages there which
were still going as of February, 1988.
The strong westward flow of air there. (away from the main
body of the cave) promises much more to be found in the
future. In fact, through research in the mid-1960's based on
the amount of wind versus time and barometric changes,
Herb Conn has calculated a theoretical volume of Wind Cave
to be 2 billion feet! The entire 50 miles of Wind Cave
surveyed passages only accounts for about 3% of this
volume. Since then, another natural blowhole entrance to
the cave has been found which inhales and exhales
simultaneously with the original entrance. This discovery
increases the potential size of the cave even more.
Perhaps the most impressive example of utilizing
underground winds in cave exploration is the work of Herb
and Jan Conn. For 20 years they purposefully traced the air
currents in the vast labyrinth known as Je\vell Cave,
surveying as they went, They, along with others, ha\·e
extended the length of known passages to ever 7 5 miles.
As can be seen, cavers have consistently used the movement
of air in caves to their benefit in exploration. This air
movement is present to some degree in most caves and is
created by several different mechanisms (see The OZTOTL
Caver, July, 1989). In any particular cave a number of
mechanisms may act simultaneously, but in many cases it
is possible to isolate one as the major cause of air currents.
Whether it is detectable only by the drift of a cavers
condensed breath, or is strong enough to roll small pebbles
along the floor, air movement is the most important element
in cave meteorology.
The greater the amount of air
exchange between the underground and the outside, the
greater the variations in temperature and humidity within
the cave. And so the motion of air stands as the foremost
fact in determining the comfort and accessibility of the c<He
environment.
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Skydusky Hollow Photogrammetric
Mapping Project
by Hillary :.\Jinich
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into a larger network such as the state plane coordinate
system. This did not adversely affect the project, howerer
because the primary concern was the precise orientation of
the two surveys with respect to each other: a low-order
Brunton-and-tape survey existing below ground, and a
high-order survey which was to be established abo\·e ground.

I. Introduction

Control Needed

Bacllg1·ound

The objective of the sun·ey was to establish enough
horizontal and \·ertical control to enable the orientation of
two steromodels of the area and the subsequent compilation
of a 10-foot contour inten·al topographic map.

Skydusky Hollow is located in a remote section of Bland
County, \'irginia, and contains the largest known cave
system in the state. It is an area of extreme interest to the
members of the VPI Cave Club, grotto of the :-.rss, who have
been mapping, dye-tracing, and studying the geology and
biology of the eight known caves in the system for the past
20 years. They ha\·e mapped approximately 20 miles of
underground passage thus far.
The landowners of the area, predominantly sheep and cattle
farmers, are interested in the system as a potential water
supply for themselves and their livestock. Scarcity of
surface water due to its sinking into underground streams
and caves is characteristic of all karst areas such as
Skydusky, putting the farmer at an extreme disad\·antage
during drought conditions.
A large-scale topographic map of the area including the cave
entrances, the resurgence spring, and planimetric features
of local interest superimposed on the cave surveys would be
extremely useful to both interested groups. In addition to
showing the position of the underground streams relative to
the surf,-..ce topog1e:1phy, a bile\·el map would show the
precise relative positions of the caves in the systems. For
many years, the concerned groups have expressed the need
for such a map.

ObjectiL'e
:\lapping the area seemed as though it would be interesting,
challenging, and a \·ery worthwhile experience for an
undergraduate student.
Therefore, a photogrammetric
mapping independent study project was de\·eloped as part
of tJ:le author's ci\·il engineering course work at Virginia
Tech.
The objectives of the project were to establish the necessary
control networks and then photogrammetrically compile a
10 foot contour inten·al map of Skydusky Hollow. The map
was to show the eight cave entrance positions, the
resurgence spring position, and the planimetric features of
local interest.
II. Field Control Survey

Existing Control Situation
Because Skydusky Hollow is in such a remote area, no
usable control existed. There is a triangulation station,
High Rock, on top ofW alker );lountain. o\·erlooking the C<We
area, but the station was effecti\·ely inaccessible due to time
and manpower constraints. USGS map reference elen.ltions
exist at two points on SR 608. The road runs through the
middle of the project area and parallel to Walker Mountain.
By default, these points were used to reference the sun·ey to
the mean sea level datum.
The lack of usable control coupled with time and manpower
limitations meant that it was impossible to tie the sutTey

Basic control networh. The basic horizontal control network
design consisted of three points (A, B, and Cl set on the
highest hilltops opposite Walker Mountain. These primary
points were situated so that the road and all the
photocontrol stations near the caves would be \·isible.
The necessary basic vertical control was established by a
level line surveyed along SR 608.
Se\·eral temporary
benchmarks and the two CSGS map elevations were
referenced in this level line.
Photo Control. Photo control was established by intersection
and side shots as necessary to control the stereomodels
adequately.
Entrance location traverses. Spur traverses connected to the
basic control were needed to reference the cave entrances.
The cave entrance locations are in dense forest and
underbrush that made them impossible to see from aerial
photography.

Control Sun:ey Methods
The plan was to put a basic framework (backbone) through
the center of the project area and then establish the photo
control using lower-order suxTeys connected to the basic
control.
The five students in Applied Suneying Problems (the
summer sun·eying lab at VPI), two graduate assistants. and
one professor, established all but the auxiliary control as one
of the class projects. A tight schedule allowed only 3 days
to complete the fieldwork and office computations. Auxili<ll')'
points not required for photogrammetric compilation were
surveyed at a later date.
Horizontal control. Basic horizontal control points, A, B, and
C, were located so that they would be interYisible as well as
visible from as many of the photo identifiable points as
possible. The three points were then occupied by 1-sec.
theodolites, and infrared ED:.\II (electronic distance
measurement instruments). Solar obserYation at points B
and C were used to orient the network and proYide azimuth
closure. The observed angles and distances were used to
locate points A, B, and C precisely. From the primMY
points, additional obsen·ations were used to establish
\·ex·tical control by trigonometric leYeling and to locate some
of the photo control points by intersection.
'1/ertical control. Primary vertical control was established by
an approximately 2 mile long, double-rodded leYel line down
SR 608 using an automatic level and two Philadelphia rods.
Temporary benchmarks were set at photo identifiable points
also visible from at least one of the hori~ontal control points.
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uSGS map ele1·ation points at two road intersections were
used to establish a reference mark to the datum.
Where possible, double-rodded le\"eling ele1·ations were
co mpared and checked with trigonometric leveling to
horizontal control points .
Photo control. Since we had to use existing photogra phy ,
photo control was designed using natural targets . We
attempted to obtain the best geometric strength possible for
the two models with at least three horizontal and four
1ertical control points in each model. The horizontal points
were established by distance intersection from the basic
control using EDiVII. This procedure saved time compared
to traYersing or angle intersection methods only.
Trigonometric and double-rodded le,·eling were used for most
,·ertical control , but barometric !Heling was employed to
establish 1·ertical control in some remote corners of the
photogrammetric stereomodels.

The majority of the photo control points were also used as
beginning points by the entrance location spur tra1·erses.
Thus. these photo control points were positioned as near to
the caw entrances as possible without impairing the
,·is ibility of each point form two of the basic horizontal
co ntrol points.
The 3-day time allotment and the fact that there were only
fi1·e students working on the data reductions se1·erely limited
Lhe amount of control that could be established. However.
the objectiYe of establishing adequate control was
successfully met. and a least squares adjustment of the
entire network was completed.

En trance Location Spur Traverses
The
c:we·s
entrances
could
not
be
located
photogrammetrically because the fore s t and underbrush was
in full leaf at the time of the photography. Therefore . it was
necessary to traYerse from the nearest aYailable control
po ints to the ca1·e entrances .
Se1e ral other members of the VPI Ct,·e Club assisted in
runni ng the spur tnn-erses . Stadia were used where long
shots were not possible due to Yisibility problems
encou ntered in the forest and thick underbrus h. A theodolite
,,·ith attac hed ED:VII was used when long unobstructed shots
1·.e re feasible. When possible , the suney was tied directly
in to the entrance station of the underground suney at eac h
c.we . If the underground suney station could not be
ide ntified . an appropriate statio nary boulder near the
entrance was chosen and an "X" was chiseled there to sen·e
a,; a temporary entrance station until the existing one co uld
be located. Detailed station descriptions were written a nd
photograp hs of each station were taken to enable
ide ntifica tion of the entrance stations used . This will be and
extreme ly Yaluable aid when connection of the abo1·e and
be low ground maps is begun.
The tr<n-erses were run prior to and during the map
co mp ilation process. Leapfrogging the ED:\II and reflectors
and using a computer to calculate the entrance coordinates
S<Wed so me time, but inclement weather and lack of people
with surveying experience made this the most time
consuming part of the project.
III. Photogrammetric Mapping

Model Setup
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The best available photography of the Skydusk y Hollow area
was taken at an a1·erage flying height of 8 ,-109 ft. abo1·e the
terrain with a 6 inch focal length camera . The sca le was
1:16,800 (1 in . = 1400 ft .) . The east-west flight line
orientation was not parallel to any of the project boundaries .
Two stereomodels were needed to compile the map . and part
of the mapping area was in a corner of each model.
Accordingly , most of the photocontrol 11·as in the corner or
edge of each model. making the manual plotter orientation
process unusually difficult and tedious .
A Zeiss C-8
stereoplotter was used to compile the map. The model scale
in the plotter was set at 1 inch = 600 feet ; <1 1 inch = :300
feet map scale was obtained using a 2:1 plotter-to-table gear
ratio.

Compilation
Before beginning compilation, a 1 inch = 300 feet computer
plot of the control point field was generated on the
Cniversity Calcomp drum plotter. The base map was put on
the plotter table and orientated so the plotted control points
corresponded to those in the stereomodel. A s heet of mylar
was then taped on top of the control sheet. Compilation of
each model began with plotting planimetric features such
as buildings, roads, natural Yegetation. the caYe entrance
coordinates w·ere plotted directly on the manuscript as they
were computed from the spur traYerses .
After finishing the planametric features, the contours were
compiled. The first contours were plotted by dropping spot
elevations and interpolating to determine the contoui·
position. Howewr, after approximately 2 days practice .
contours could be traced directly onto the manuscrip t using
the floating mark .
Fortunately, another suneying student who
had
participated in the field sun·eys . helped to darken contours
and perform other drafting chores on the coordinatograph
as the map compiled. This procedure sa1·ed much time and
effort, but e1·en with this help , the contours took much longer
to plot than the planimetric features .
An inked copy of mylar was traced from the stereop lotter
manuscript and a final map product was prepared.
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Public Relations and Cave
Conservation
by Jay R. Jorden,
Public Relations Committee Chairman
The National Speleological Society
editor's note: This paper will be presented at the National
Caue Management Symposium in New Braunfels in October.

In an era of increased awareness concerning natural
resource conservation, public relations and all of its roles in
publicity and helping an organization and its publics
accommodate to each other has an important role. Although
environmentalists have realized for some time that the earth
and treasures within it represent nonrenewable resources,
only recently has the general public become aware of the
need for cave conservation.
Publicity in the form of newspaper and magazine articles
and television and radio stories has surrounded efforts to
save a number of caves and, at times, the organisms that
live within them. These efforts and the publicity they
generate are raising the cave conservation awareness of the
general public at a time when the future of many caves in
urban areas is threatened. Publicity has also surrounded
passage of the Federal Cave Resources Protection Act and a
proposal to create a cave wilderness designation by
congressional act.
I. ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS

It's perhaps hard to find anyone who, when questioned,
would not want to save the earth's resources for use and
enjoyment of future generations. However, it remains a fact
that general public awareness on the environment is
somewhat limited, and certainly in the case of caves and
karst resources. The beginnings of the cave conservation
ethic can be traced to the well-publicized environmental
reform movement that began in the 1960s and swelled to a
crescendo by the early 1970s.
However, some researchers would put the origin of
environmental concern much earlier, to the 1930s and
1940s. In 1941, the National Speleological Society was
organized for the purpose of advancing the study,
conservation, exploration and knowledge of caves. So, too,
the NSS was caught up in an environmental movement that
has grown since the 60s from a small group of
conservationists, scientists and government officials to a
worldwide consciousness.
Activities of both business and industry have been impacted
by passage of far-reaching state and federal legislation and
local laws regulating air and water pollution, solid waste
disposal, land use, hazardous substances and noise, among
other environmental problems.
The official NSS policy on conservation states: "Caves have
unique scientific, recreational and scenic values. These
values are endangered by both carelessness and intentional
vandalisrr(. These values, once gone, cannot be recovered.
The responsibility for protecting caves must be assumed by
those who study and enjoy them.
Accordingly, the intention of the Society is to work for the
preservation of caves with a realistic policy supported by
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effective programs for: the encouragement of self discipline
among cavers; education and research concerning the causes
and prevention of cave damage; and special projects,
including cooperation with other groups similarly dedicated
to the conservation of natural areas."
The Society believes, specifically, that a cave's contentsformations, life and deposits are crucial to its interpretation
and enjoyment. Cavers, therefore, should leave a cave as it
was found. The So'ciety motto is, "Take nothing but pictures,
leave nothing but footprints, kill nothing but time." (Some
cavers have, tongue-in-cheek, proposed that the word
"vandals" be substituted for "time".) Cavers should provide
means for waste removal; limit marking to a few, small,
removable signs as needed for surveying; and exercise
extreme care against accidentally breaking or soiling
formations, disturbing life forms or unnecessarily increasing
the number of unsightly paths through a cave room or
passage.
Further, scientific collection should be minimal, professional
and selective. It is not justifiable to collect mineral or
biological material for display, including previously broken
or dead specimens, since others are encouraged to collect
and the cave's interest is thereby destroyed.
Over the years, the NSS has encouraged conservation
projects, such as creating cave preserves; gating entrances;
opposing speleothem sales; restoring and cleaning
vandalized or "trashed" caves and backing effective
protection laws and other measures.
The Society also urges cooperation with private landowners
by providing knowledge about their cave and aiding them in
protecting it and other property from damage during visits,
and encourages commercial cave owners to help educate the
public to understand caves and the need to conserve them.
The organization has traditionally opposed publication of
cave locations where there is reason to suspect that it could
lead to vandalism before adequate protections can be put in
place.
Surveys over the years have indicated that many people
have discovered th~ needs of the environment, and want to
"save" it. But few have knowledge of specific resources or the
information on how to go about the task of conservation. For
example, in 1971, air pollution was considered a problem by
41 percent of the general public. By 1975, that number had
dropped to 25 percent, along with a corresponding decrease
in the number of people concerned about water pollution. In
the early 70s, a number of challenges in air and water
pollution were met and great efforts made to overcome them.
Figures show that industry expenditures to clean up air and
water exceeded $1.5 billion in 1975 alone.
So, interest in conservation appears to be cyclical and
dependent upon success of efforts. Another, later study
showed that 75 percent of those surveyed adopted a
pro-environment attitude and believed that more efforts
should be expended. Cave conservation efforts have, to a
limited extent, been pulled along by the bootstraps of larger
environmental issues. Concern over groundwater pollution,
for example, has spilled over and into cavers' efforts to
educate landowners about dumping of refuse into sinkholes
and other problems.
A brochure, "You and Your Cave," explored some of these
concerns. Worries about pollution and recharge in the
Edwards.Aquifer, which provides drinking water to a Tex~~
metropolitan area of more than 1 million people, and w
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caves near Pindall, Ark., which form part of a recharge zone
into the Buffalo National River have generated regional and
national publicity in the last three years.
A plan in 1989 for a government agency to detonate
explosive charges in the Del Rio, Texas area to test methods
of withstanding nuclear attack prompted a petition drive by
residents and debate on Capitol Hill that resulted in the
project's abandonment. Another possible controversy looms
in the form of a plan to locate a toxic waste dump in the area
of one of Texas' deepest caves near th!'l state's far western
mountainous region.
·

II. PR AND CAVE CONSERVATION PROBLEMS
Public relations practitioner Edward L. Bernays, in his "The
Engineering of Consent", wrote, "Public relations is the
attempt, by information, persuasion and adjustment, to
engineer public support for an activity, cause, movement or
institution." In this decade, cavers on local, regional and
national levels have been using PR to mold public opinion on
cave conservation issues.
As with other environmental problems, reactions of business
and government officials to cave resource threats runs the
gamut, from a total denial that a problem exists to a partial
admission and agreement with conservationists. Taking a
middle ground, though, many leaders confronted with cave
conservation threats are reluctant to immediately admit a
problem exists but, in the event it can be proven by clear and
convincing evidence, are willing to work to solve it.
This was the case in the Del Rio blasting plan, where federal
officials were reluctant to face the problem until it was
shown a strong likelihood existed that explosive charges
would fracture rock layers that could alter or stop the flow
of large springs that supply municipal drinking water to the
community.
And, in the case of the Buffalo National River, Tom Aley of
the Ozark Underground Laboratory was instrumental in
mounting a publicity campaign against the proposed toxic
waste dump, including completion of dye tracing that
showed water from caves near the site flowed into the
waterway.
The policies of organizations that have coped successfully
with environmental challenges, when reviewed, show that
upper managers, in nearly every instance, have placed a
high priority on environmental considerations. A ranking of
the successful organizations' priorities shows conservation
goals get top billing along with profits, capital equipment,
manpower, raw materials, sales and taxes.
Other organizations, less successful at dealing with
environmental threats, may focus on the costs associated
with meeting them. With the profit motive one of the
foremost considerations in a free-market economy, some
companies take a balanced approach, weighing the need for
continued economic development with improvement and
preservation of the natural environment.
Today, many confronted with global environmental issues -the greenhouse effect, global warming, ozone layer depletion,
etc.-- realize we indeed live on a fragile space ship and that,
eventually, it may be shown that no cost is too great to
preserve life on earth. In public relations, environmental
lssues are considered difficult because they have many
ramifications and are often intertwined with additional
socioeconomic problems.
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Because of this fact, some of the standard "textbook" PR
techniques and procedures don't always work. Practitioners
have had to devise new approaches to some of these
problems and adapt other, time-tested communications
techniques. Even more complicated are cave conservation
issues, because they are often comprised of other, distinct
environmental problems.
In cave conservation, a problem may involve any or all of the
following: vandalism, water pollution, solid waste disposal,
land use, pesticides, toxic wastes and other substances, air
pollution and others. Like target markets in advertising, the
publics or audiences that conservation publicists hope to
reach are many. They include specialized and general media
organizations,
business
management,
corporate
stockholders, employees, governmental officials, community
leaders, citizens' and environmental groups, and even
academic and scientific groups.
To tackle a cave conservation problem, the issues must, 9f
course, be identified. All of the available facts on the
situation must be assembled, preferably through a "public
relations environmental inventory." It becomes a specific
checklist for developing cave conservation PR. It's also a
good idea to prepare "backgrounders" in depth on every
aspect of the conservation problem.
Hopefully, some sort of an "early warning system" is already
in place so that cavers are not caught by surprise when a
cave is threatened by developers or some other problem
arises. In Austin, some of the local grotto members have
established contacts with municipal agencies and others
who inform them when a cave is in danger of being bulldozed
in a new housing development or some other threat appears.
It also helps that the city has a watershed ordinance that
protects caves and recharge zones to some extent.
That said, the establishment of contacts with appropriate
governmental, environmental, scientific and academic
groups is important. The NSS is affiliated with the
American Association for the Advancement of Science and,
as such, possesses potential resources in the scientific and
academic areas. Also, many cavers are professionals in
various scientific and academic roles and their expertise can
be brought to bear in many cases.
Cavers must be prepared to meet threats and criticism
promptly and forcefully. Media organizations often have
tight deadlines, and news releases that arrive too late
simply have no impact. In light of that, cavers seized the
opportunity for some positive publicity this year when a
member of the Carlsbad, N.M. mayor's task force on
Lechuguilla Cave accused cave explorers of cutting a deal
with government agencies and obtaining their own "private
Disneyland" through the Lechuguilla Cave Project Inc.
An NSS news release, mailed and faxed promptly to all
appropriate New Mexico media groups, knocked down these
allegations and quoted a respected New Mexico geologist
who, as it happened, planned to address the city panel the
next week. So the release contained another good news angle
as a bonus!
Preparation of news releases goes beyond the course and
scope of this paper, but the techniques of these PR tools lend
themselves quite well to cave conservation. Us-ing the "no
brag, just fact" approach, it's a good idea for cavers to
publicize any successes in gating projects, vandalism
deterrence, etc. early and often through every available
means. Daily and weekly newspapers, magazines, electronic
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media (television and radio stations), wire services and other
media are hungry for news. Caves, and especially
emergencies involving them, have good news value as a
general rule.
Organizations that lead in cave conservation have
discovered that, through many methods, it's wise to have an
ongoing environmental inventory. In the NSS, an active
Conservation Committee oversees a Cave Wilderness
Subcommittee, · conc·erned with passage of legislation to
create such a designation. Lobbying, a PR tool, is used in
this regard, as it was with passage of the Federal Cave
Resource Protection Act. The NSS created a professional
multimedia show on underground wilderness and presented
it to members of Congress and others. Society members
testified in hearings on Capitol Hill and aided in the
legislation's passage.
The NSS Conservation and Management Section and its
members have also been instrumental in this and other
environmental efforts. Members try to keep abreast of every
major development in the cave conservation scene and
anticipate changes that may affect the Society and cavers.
As was ·m entioned earlier, the NSS has promulgated a
conservation policy statement. This helped its members as
a whole set priorities in conservation.
The Conservation Committee has also designed and printed
two sets of cave brochures, one for cavers and another for
non-cavers. They contain strong cave conservation
messages. To help in assembling, analyzing and interpreting
data on the cave environment, the Conservation and
Management Section publishes a newsletter, The Cave
Conservationist. It has a mailing list of hundreds and is also
distributed frequently to grottos and other NSS internal
organizations.
Other informational materials on cave and bat conservation
are also available from the NSS , including the "Bats Need
Friends" series. It includes brochures, T-shirts and other
promotional items . The Society strives through various
publications, including The Conservationist, to keep
members informed of cave conservation programs and plans,
and especially of their roles in such projects.
Many experts are available both from NSS membership and
allied groups to help in cave conservation. One task of public
relations is to communicate technical information to
laypersons. Geologists, biologists, hydrologists and others
may mean what they say but they can't always say what
they mean so that the general public can comprehend it.
In communicating with the scientific community, cavers can
use ( 1) publication of scientific materials in appropriate
journals, (2) letters to the editors of such journals , (3) journal
advertisements, (4) articles in the semiprofessional press, (5)
direct mail to well-targeted groups, (6) seminars, symposia
and other scientific meetings and (7) personal visits to
selected scientific leaders. Through all the publicity tools
available, the NSS and cavers can do a lot to establish their
reputation for credibility in the conservation area, by acts
as well as words .
·
One byword in public relations is to demand strict accuracy
in all materials relating to cave conservation. It is important
that every major point in cave conservation communication
be supported by scientific documentation. That makes it
much easier to fend off sensationalized attacks in the press
and to maintain good will.
·
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Cave publicists dealing wit h the environmental press
confront special problems. Several rules are kept by
successful PR people in such dealings. First is the old adage,
"Know your editor and know his book." Publicists should
take time to read up on the publication and its writer so th at
there won't be any surprises.
Secondly, conservationists must know their subject matter
well. Some have been left feeling stupid by sharp-witted and
quick-tongued reporters and editors. And, finally, look for
news angles that the pros may not have thought of. The
news can be how dirty, polluted or vandalized the cave is.
But a more far-reaching story is what are the clean-up costs
and methods , what is effective and what isn't and who will
pay for it.
Asking more questions than you answer to a reporter is a
good guideline for how things are going. In this decade of
renewed environmental activism , there are more
controversial tactics in cave conservation. Surprisingly,
some beleaguered caves have their own champions, akin to
the Greenpeace organization.
In Austin, Texas, when Tooth Cave and other nearby C<Fes
were threatened by development for a shopping center,
members of Earth First! staged a sit-in of sorts at the ca,es
in protest. The move was effective in that it did grab
headlines and publicize the problem, in much the sa me way
that Greenpeace has gotten international attention and
results by storming illegal fishing vessels and confron ting
baby seal clubbers . But there are dangers from this
technique.
On the down side, it is very confrontational and can create
its own crisis. In the case of Green peace, ships can be blown
up. In the Earth First! instance, members were jailed on
criminal complaints. Also , better coordination with ca,i ng
groups could have ensured that the activists were better
versed on the issues involved in saving the caves. At the
time, one Austin caver publicly criticized the activi sts'
methods , saying a more toned-down approach might have
worked.
In this regard, publicity is sometimes a gamble. Cavers and
friends of caves have to decide whether the benefits are
worth the risk. As it happened, one outcome of the Tooth
Cave controversy was that cave gating projects were started
and a government-backed project to identify any rare species
of organisms within the caves was begun.

III. CONCLUSION
Over the past decade , cave conservation has progressed from
a little-known offshoot of the environmental movement to
attain a place of its own, with the attendant publicity wh ic h
that position generates. Perhaps the best examples of this
phenomenon have occurred over the last three years,
initially with national news coverage of a small Arkansas
community's efforts to fight a toxic waste dump's placement
in a caving area.
More recently , at least two of the three national teJe,·ision
~etworks carried enterprise stories about Lechuguilla Ca1·e
m New Mexico and cavers' efforts both to save it from
commercialization and also to help create an undergrou nd
wilderness within.
Garnering national publicity for a cause 1s crucial to
molding public opinion. From that, practices and Ia ws ran
be conformed with conservation goals. Cavers and their
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organizations, with the help of business and government, are
making these changes with a campaign that comes,
literally, from below the grass roots.

Lechuguilla Task Force Final
Report
Charge: To present to the Mayor, the City of Carlsbad,
(N.M.), and the Congress of the United States a report on the
current and potential impact of the Lechuguilla Cave on
Carlsbad and what steps should be pursued to maximize the
benefits of its discovery.
It has become clearly apparent to this Task Force that
recently discovered Lechuguilla Cave is truly one of the more
major natural wonders and national treasures ever found
within the public domain of this country. The Task Force has
also come to recognize that the community of Carlsbad, by
virtue of the fact of its close proximity to Lechuguilla, and
by its reputation as the home of the Carlsbad Caverns, is
uniquely situate~ to provide for and to participate in efforts
which can enhance the public's appreciation of, and
education about, its discovery. In this sense, the Carlsbad
community, along with the National Park Service and the
Department of the Interior, have a unique responsibility to
ensure that the story of Lechuguilla is properly
communicated to the public.

Carlsbad has already benefited from the unusually
widespread and growing national interest that has arisen
over both this amazing discovery and the uniquely cave-rich
area that it has headlined. The amount of any substantive
benefit will depend, in the future, on the extent to which our
cave resources can be successfully made more available to
as many as possible of the several segments of the general
public as well as to all segments of the caving, the scientific
and the educational communities.
Further, this Task Force believes that it must fall to the
leadership of Carlsbad to speak on behalf of the public's
rights in relation to this cave in communications with the
Park Service, the Department of the Interior and with the
political and public le.aders of the state, region and nation.

Goals and Objectives
1. To outline a process by which the representatives of the

community, the National Park Service, and the New Mexico
Congressional delegation can strengthen their relationships
and work together to ensure maximum benefit of this
discovery to all concerned.
·
2. To review the findings of the Lechuguilla Project Inc., thus
far, i.e. survey results, future expeditions, etc., and
determine a method to make it possible for future findings
of this group to be made available to the City government of
Carlsbad.
We would recommend that the City of Carlsbad appoint a
standing committee. The committee should have
representation from, but not be limited to, the City of
Carlsbad, the National Park Service, the Forest Service, the
Bur~au of Land Management, and the local grotto of the
National Speleological Society. The committee should meet
at least on a quarterly basis on current issues involving the
caves, i.e. new discoveries, new developments, wilderness
status, exploration, special projects, etc. In this manner,
everyone would be kept informed as to what is happening in
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the area - and, the possibility of a break in the lines of
communication would be greatly reduced.
We would recommend that the Mayor ask the
superintendents of Carlsbad Caverns National Park and
Guadalupe Mountains National Park to make all
appropriate efforts toward dissemination of park related
information on a monthly basis to such sources as the City
of Carlsbad, the Department of Development and the
Ch{lmber of Commerce. The Mayor should also ask, that
after each expedition into Lechuguilla, including those made
by the Lechuguilla Cave Project Inc., a complete report and
summary, written by the expedition group, be submitted to
the City of Carlsbad, the Department of Development and
the Chamber of Commerce.
The Task Force also recommends that the Mayor and city
leadership continue contact with this state's Congressional
delegation and with the Department of Interior on all
matters of local interest concerning Lechuguilla and the
surrounding cave area.
The Task Force supports the legislation introduced by
Senators Domenici and Bingaman that will ensure that
Lechuguilla Cave and other cave resources be studied and
evaluated in the context of park wide resource management
needs and the development of a Cave Research Institute for
this area. To this end, the development of a General
Management Plan for Carlsbad Caverns National Park
which includes as a major component a study of Lechuguilla
and how it can best be communicated to the public is critical.
The Cave Research Institute could play a key supportiYe role
in the preparation of the Lechuguilla component of the
General Management Plan and should be provided with
resources sufficient to ensure that the scientific, ecological
and, most importantly, the public educational aspects of
Lechuguilla are adequately addressed. The Task Force does
recommend that the city's leadership undertake efforts to
both locate the Cave Research Institute within this city's
limits and to broaden the Institute's stated scope to include
the study of all cave resources within this geographical area
and the world.
3. To determine the potential impact of Lechuguilla on
Carlsbad· and how should this important discovery be
promoted.
The Lechuguilla Cave Task Force recommends the following
to the Mayor with regard to the suggested Cave Research
Institute: We would suggest that the Institute become an
educational center for the assimilation and dissemination of
cave related research and information, caving tours, lectures
and seminars. A public facility similar to the International
Space Hall of Fame in Alamogordo, N.M., could also be
incorporated into the Institute. We feel that promoting and
supporting the Cave Research Institute in these ways will
benefit all concerned.
We would also like to recommend that the Carlsbad CaYerns
National Park and the local grotto of the National
Speleological Society and the Lechuguilla Cave Project Inc.
be contacted for help and information to set up a display of
slides and movies in the Carlsbad museum at the earliest
possible convenience. This would put the caves and the
current information that is available on them before the
public immediately.
We would also like to recommend that the City of Carlsbad
actively pursue a legal definition of the present wilderness
situation with regard to the cave, and also pursue potential
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methods for removing that wilderness designation should
such an effort ultimately turn out to best serve the interests
of the American public. Since it is possible that Lechuguilla
Cave could stretch beyond the national park boundaries, we
do believe that the feasibility and possibility of greater
public access could develop as explorations continue. To this
end, the Task Force believes that participation with the
National Park Service by local and state governments to
monitor the cave's progress is desirable.
In summary, after this Committee has listened to all of the
presentations and various opinions about Lechuguilla Cave,
we believe that the preservation of Lechuguilla Cave is
paramount and that it is in the best interest of all concerned
not to seek to develop the cave for general use at this time.
The Task Force believes that the potential of Lechuguilla
Cave cannot be totally defined until a more extensive
exploration and research period has been completed. The
Cave Research Institute should take the lead role in
organizing and carrying out the research as well as
providing the results of the research to the general public.

The Federal Cave Resources
Protection Act:
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suggested by Janet Thorne are similar to those used to
produce the Virginia Significant Cave List. Using such
criteria, about 8 percent of Virginia's caves turn out to be
significant. Even those caves may not be safe as clear cuts
miles away can alter water flow into caves. Runoff
containing pesticides can also pollute cave streams. The
March/April Southwestern Caver points out yet another
danger as FCRPA does not protect caves against mineral
development. Current BLM policy on lands near Lechuguilla
Cave allows for the exploration, drilling and production of
hydrocarbons and other minerals. A natural gas leak into a
cave would pose explosion and suffocation hazards.
On the plus side, several cavers are employed by various
agencies on federal lands, where there are significant
numbers of caves. Hopefully, these individuals can set
examples to others as to how best to exploit. I am hopeful
that scientists won't be bogged down by too much red tape
in their efforts to get scientific permits. I am also concerned
that sport cavers will find fewer caves open. What I suggest
is a more restrained approach than we have had from
current NSS leadership.
We simply don't know what the long-term results will be as
there are unanswered questions and loopholes in the law.

Lechuguilla Expedition Results

A Cautious View

editor's note: from an article by the Associated Press
by Fred Grady
I have followed the progress of the Federal Cave Resources
Protection Act (FCRPA) since its beginnings with Jerry
Thornton. I am generally somewhat skeptical by nature,
especially when it comes to government regulations in the
environmental sector. The federal government has a long
history of environmental abuse, including the near
destruction of the bison and the virtual demise of most large
carnivorous mammals in the lower 48 states. Mammals
such as wolves, mountain lions and grizzly bears were
destroyed by the thousands as a result of government
actions. More recently, it seems likely that new dams on the
Platte River and its tributaries will further limit the habitat
for large numbers of sand hill cranes, endangered whooping
cranes and other birds.
According to an editorial in Audubon magazine (May 1989),
much of the trapped water will be used by Denver
suburbanites to water their lawns. U.S. Fish and Wildlife
officials apparently instructed their field biologists what to
conclude in order to give the dams support. Likewise, in the
Northwest, old trees in national forests are the last refuge
of the spotted owl, recently recommended for threatened
status, though the U.S. Forest Service continues to
recommend clear-cuts in the area of the owl habitat.
Well, what does all this have to do with the cave law?
Possibly nothing, though it appears that as long as a
Republican administration controls the executive branch,
economic interests such as logging, mining, oil and gas
drilling, and livestock grazing will, with their powerful
political spokesmen, be seen by top land management
officials as more important than free running streams,
virgin forests, natural grasslands and, yes, even caves.
FCRPA is designed to protect significant caves on federal
lands. Proposed criteria to define significant (caves)

CARLSBAD - Columns shaped like soda straws stretching
as long as 15 feet and fallen hunks of rock as large as houses
have been discovered during an eight-day expedition into
Lechuguilla Cave.
The expedition to explore and map the cave also revealed 4.4
miles of previously undiscovered passages and pristine pools
800 feet below the surface of the cave, which is southwest of
Carlsbad Caverns National Park.
Cave enthusiasts from around the country said Tuesday the
Lechuguiiia Cave Project netted some impressive geological
finds.
The search of the second-deepest cave in the United States
ended Sunday and was conducted under an agreement with
the National Park Service.
The expedition group of 60 experienced spelunkers from
around the world also found several hollow hydromagnesite
"balloons," delicate oval formations as wide as 3 inches in
diameter. That size of formation had not been found
elsewhere before the expedition.
Lechuguilla is slightly more than 41 miles long, sixth among
the nation's caves in terms of length, but researchers said it
could stretch for at least another 10 miles.
"We're still just scratching the surface of what's out there."
said Garry Petrie, a project member from Loveland, Colo.
Project members placed measuring equipment at various
sites inside the cave that will allow them to monitor air flow
and evaporation rates, Petrie said.
The data will be analyzed when the explorers return to the
cave in October, he said.
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NSS Fellows and Awards
by Jay Jorden
At the 1989 NSS Convention in Sewanee, Tenn., three
Texans were chosen as Fellows of the Society.
The trio were Dale Pate and Don Broussard of Austin , and
Charles Fromen of Houston.
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Lechuguilla Cave Study Act
editor's note: from an article by the Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The Senate has approved a bill calling for
a federal study of possible future plans for a series of caves
at Carlsbad Caverns National Park , N.M., including the
newly explored Lechuguilla Cave .

Only a small percentage - less than 5 percent - of the The Lechuguilla Cave Study Act, approved late Tuesday,
Society's membership get fellowship status. It signifies was authored by Sen. Pete Domenici, R-N.M . It calls for the
special achievement in NSS activities at the national Interior Department to update its management plan for the
regional, local and international level.
' national park and includes a study to determine how to
protect and interpret the cave, second-deepest in the Cnited
States.
It also would seek ways for greater public enjoyment
The awards were presented after the banquet at the close of
the convention. In 1988, Fellows included Ernest Garza , of other caves in the park, Domenici said.
formerly of Corpus Christi, Texas; and Terri Treacy.
"I think it is particularly important that we determine just
Fellows, over a period of many years, exemplify by their how Lechuguilla Cave , which has some of the most unique
actions their dedication to the Society's goals or to the NSS . cave formations discovered in this century, can be preserved
Recipients must be NSS members in good standing for at or utilized," Domenici said Wednesday in a statement
least two years immediately before their names are released by his office. " ... A key aspect of this study act is
submitted as candidates. Congratulations, Fellows!
that it encourages the participation of the public. I am
.
,
.
.
. interested in what New Mexicans think are the best ways to
Also at th1s years conventwn, other awards mcluded present the magnificent resources of Carlsbad Caverns to
honorary life membership to Patty Jo Watson. The William the general public ."
J. Stephenson Award for Outstanding Service went to Paul
J .. Stevens, a former Society president and current member
of the Board of Governors.
For operation of the Carnegie Museum of Natural History
Paleontology Field Laboratory at New Paris, Pa., Allen D.
McCrady and Harold Hamilton received certificates of merit.
Certificates also went to John P. Scheltens, current NSS
president, and Janet B. Thorne, Conservation Committee
Cha irman, for their efforts in securing passage of the
Federal Cave Resource Protection Act.
Another Certificate of Merit was awarded to the NSS Organ
C~ve System Project.
The Conservation Award was given to the Wittenburg
Uni versity Speleological Society.
The Lew Bicking Award, which recognizes an NSS member
who demonstrates dedication to the thorough exploration
a nd mapping of a cave or group of caves, went to Steve
Knutson.
The Ra lph W. Stone Graduate Research Award, given to a
student prep a ring a thesis on a speleological subject, went
to Joaquin Arroyo-Cabrales.
Russell H . Gurnee, a longtime NSS member who has
a uthored a number of books, received the Peter M. Ha uer
Spelean History Award.
The cash award goes to an
individual or group of individuals each year who are engaged
in a n outstanding spelean history research project.
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Texas Old Timers Reunion
Dates: September 29-0ctober 1, 1989

the Texas Caver

l\Iark i\Iinton and others rigged a climb on some good cliffs
along the river, along with a rebelay and traverse . As the
sun began setting, the banquet began. ·with the traditio nal
eight to 10 kinds of meat, including road kill, armadillo, etc.

by Jay Jorden At the awards ceremony that evening, Gill Ediger said it had
been 12 years since the first OTR at Luckenbach. Now, the
event had swelled to 371 people. The Old-Timers Spelean

To anyone but an old timer. the 1989 OTR could ha1·e been
a reprise of last year 's e1·ent. But there were differences . The
crowd was bigger, the weather better, the fajita meat more
well-done. the tales taller . the antics wilder~ ::Vlore than 370
cavers commandeered the Lone .M an II Ranch near
'v\"imberley . Texas , ,,-ith its recently bulldozed campsite near
the Blnnco Ri1·er pro1·iding Hen more camping.

Sen·ice Award went to :Vlike Walsh of the Texas C<He
Management Association for his long-time work in the state.
A special ball of string was awarded to Thomas Alexander
for his father . Ed.

Other awards were gi1·en for the chefs . Charlie Lo1·incr cro t
an award for pig cooking. Best Pig Cook 11·ent to :(oble
Duncan. Best Tube Steak went to Bill Steer. Tom Bell co t
I rode do,,·n to OTR with Bob Obele and his son, Will. We the Brisket Award . T .R. E1·ans recei1·ed the Turkey .-\w;~rd
stopped Friday night in Austin for dinner with his daughter , (for the meat) . Some kind of salad prize went -to Clark
who is attending The CniYersity of Texas . He delivered a Santos. Bob Oakley got the Beer Award. Ronnie Fiesel t> r
had the most imaginati1·e food with his Corn on the Cob
care package for her and off we went again.
Award .
Arri1·ing at camp , we found plenty of die-hards still awake
at 1 a.m ., rening up loud engines. drinking Yarious libations ·In the 1·ertical contest, Bill Stephens climbed in 35 seconds.
and ca1o1'ting in the dark . After all. this was OTR. l.\obody Bill is from Wichita Falls . Peter Sprouse completed the cli mb
,,·ent to bed for ,-ery long the entire weekend.
m about 40 seconds. P::VII donated the mpe for the ,·ertical
contest. In other contests , Mary Standifer won the sleepi na
Dallas and Fort Worth ca,·ers in attendance included .J ohn bag contest in nine seconds.
"'
Brooks . Greg '-'looty. \like Cagle . Stt:>Y~ Dalton . Bob .~ nd \\' ill. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Donna nnd Bruce Anderson . Ron .\1iller and I. Bob Lloyd also
showed up. He s till li,·es in Texas, we found out~ When he 's
not in eastern Europe . thnt is .•-\boon hand 11ere AI Rehfeldt
and Di a na. along with Da1id Finfrock. Pooch Amy and bride.
With the Dallas,fort Worth Grotto h<ning 10ted at its la s t
mee tin g to buy so me club rope , I purchased :3 50 feet of P.\II
from Bob & Bob Enterpri ses at -! 8 cents per foot. The rope
comparably se ll ,.; for 5:3 ce nt , a foot . [n fact. we bought a
GOO-foot spoo l. immediately ,e lling 100 feet of it to- Fort
Worth ca1er AI and cutting another 350 feet off it. A
150-foot length remains which the Dallas Fort Worth Grotto
ma y wi , h to purcha,;e at a later time.
AI a nd Di a na had brought dil'ing equipment for the fle a
1~1ark e t ,.;a le and Ye nd ors' ro11· <H OTR. The gear was going
fast. .-\bo ~e t up <1nd di ,; pl,1ying goods for sale were the
Association for \Iexi can Cwe Studies . Rocksport from
l\ ;1n~a s . Terry R,1in es and th e Texns Cawr.
Short ly before noo n Satmdav the 1·e rtica l co nte s t
Speleo lympic s . ladder climb . ,:: leep ing bag competition and
,·anous other e1ents began. Follo win g tradition , [ entered
:he 1·ertica l contest. 11·i s hing not to se1·erely da mage m y body
in the Speleolympics . but ended up rubbing some skin off my
a nkle anyway. [ still can climb :30 meters in 55 or so
seco nd s. The 11inner did it in 3-! or so. -Sigh .-
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Kickapoo Caverns State Park
by John Brooks
Personel: Jay Jorden, John Brooks - D/FW Grotto; Mike
Walsh et al from Austin and San Marcos
Dates: July 1-2, 1989
One of these days, I'm going to write a play called "Waiting
for Jorden". It will be loosely based on the famous play
"Waiting for Godot". The plot will be something like this:
two cavers are forever waiting on a fellow caver named
Jorden.
Scene 1: Its the middle of the night. Two cavers call Jorden
at work. They want to know when he will be leaving so they
can leave on a caving trip. He has a co-worker tell them he
has already left. Several hours pass. Still no Jorden. He
will eventually arrive, but for dramatic effect, the scene will
end prior to his arrival.
Other scenes may be set in caves or camps with the same
scenario. Jorden will never arrive. Of course the play would
be completely fictional. The characters fictional with no
resemblance to any persons, living or dead. The locations
and times completely fictional. A fictional mythos will be
born.
I was excited to attend my first grotto meeting since being
released from exile in St. Louis. The program was an
excellent video about French cavers going into lava tubes
full of poisonous gases. Jay arrived from work on a long
lunch break. With an upcoming trip, I was eager to discuss
plans, in the course of conversation, Jay casually mentioned
"Oh, by the way, I don't get ofT work until midnight". Fact
or fiction?
It sometimes seems that leaving after midnight on Friday is
standard operating procedure for caving trips. I was a little
tired and wanted to sleep awhile. I called Jay to let him
know that I would pick him up at 4:00 a.m. I arrived at the
Jorden residence at 4:15a.m. It was quite obvious that "no
one-was stirring not even a mouse". Soon we were on the
road for Uvalde county. Jay couldn't find the map, but felt
confident that we could find the park without much trouble.
After all, there were only 3 roads going north from Uvalde.

Soon we were on the road to Rocksprings. Just after
crossing the border from Kinney County to Edwards County,
we arrived at the park. No one was at the bunk house so
we set ofT on a search for cavers. After checking the
entrance to Kickapoo and the rangers house, we returned to
the bunkhouse and found Mike Walsh and company
returning from Cot Cave.
Mike explained that our task was to visit each cave in the
park and assign a classification to it. There were three
classifications:
1.

Open. Assigned to caves without any hazards.

2.

Open with technical restrictions. Assigned to caves
with chimneys, drops, bees, etc.

3.

Restricted. This basically meant that the cave was
closed for a variety of reasons.

After lunch, we headed out to visit Blue Spruce and Sumac
Caves. After a short hike up a ravine, we found the two
caves. Blue Spruce cave was entered first. A ten foot
chimney covered with Harvestmen spiders led to a moderate
sized room. The room was dome shaped with a talus cone
floor that met the ceiling at the perimeter. Numerous
crawlways were found around the perimeter of the room.
One crawlway was followed around the perimeter and
appeared to continue. Marginal airflow was noted. A sketch
map of the cave made by Scott Rote during the October 1988
TSA project. A detailed survey of the cave needs to be done .
We were unsure of the nomenclature of the cave as there
weren't any Blue Spruces in sight. We recommended that
the cave be classified a number 1 with a note that a handline
might be required.
Sumac cave was quickly located. However a loud, hissing
issued from the cave. This deterred exploration while a
debate waged about the origin of the noise. Several theories
were expounded, ranging from mountain lion to vultures.
After throwing numerous rocks the noise stopped. A caver
was sent in to determine the source of the hissing. It was
soon discovered that two baby buzzards had kept us at bay.
With a volunteer to wait at the entrance, in case mama
came home, we entered the cave. A ten foot chimney
dropped into a 15 by 20 foot wing passage that led ofT on two
directions. We ventured down the passage to the North. The
passage extended about 100 feet to a room with a breakdown
block floor. Several small crawlways were checked, but all
appeared to pinch ofT after a few feet.

I woke Jay up in Uvalde, and we headed north to the park.
The road didn't look like I remembered. It was quite obvious
OfT to one side of the room, a chimney dropped about 40 feet
we had gone the wrong way. But I knew it wasn't on the
to a dirt floor. There were no apparent passages at the
other two roads, because I have been to numerous caves in bottom of the chimney. The South passage at the entrance
those areas. When in doubt, stop and ask directions. A lady
led down to a small formation room. A quick look did not
at a fireworks stand seemed to think Kickapoo Caverns was
reveal any potential leads.
A restricted access was
near Bracketville. Since Tommy Sargent, the previous discussed for this cave due to the rumored sighting of a
owner of Kickapoo lived in Bracketville this made sense. A . Big-Eared bat during the TSA project. It was determined
careful study of the map reveals that only one road from
that the cave should be checked again in the near future for
Bracketville crossed the county line into Uvalde county.
the presence of bats. After future checks, a classification
should be assigned.
An hour later we arrived in Bracketville. Wrong road.
When in doubt, call someone who knows. Jay started calling
Saturday evening, we went to watch the bat flight at Green
everyone in Texas. I noticed a sign next door that read
Cave. The bats began to exit the cave at dusk. Bees nesting
"Ranches for Sale" This warranted further investigation. A
inside became extremely irritated by the thousands of bats
few minutes later, I was looking at lists of ranches. I
flying past their hives. Bees and bats filled the air around
inquired about springs, the cost per acre, and land with
the entrance. After several people got stung, we retreated
to a safer vantage point. We had planned to visit Green
caves. The agent just happened to know where Kickapoo
Caverns was.
Cave after the bats left, but the swarming bees posed a
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It was decided to return after the bees

We returned to the bunkhouse and spent several hours
discussing "cave politics". I usually refrain from becoming
involved in the political side of caving. However I typically
do have opinions on issues of cave access, conservation, cave
management, and political corruption.
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As we sat admiring the immense passage, the issue of cave
commercialization arose. It is rumored, that the TPW has
considered plans to commercialize Kickapoo Caverns.
Kickapoo would make a nice tourist cave. Properly li t,the
enormous trunk passage would be quite spectacular.
However,the cave is rather short and heavily vandalized. A
massive restoration effort would be required. We wondered
if the visitation would justify the expenditure of state funds.
The concept of "lantern tours", similar to New Cave in New
Mexico was discussed. Everyone thought this concept wuuld
give the public a tour more indicative of the caving
experience. The notion of sweeping shadows, silhouettes and
dark voids surrounding the cave visitor had more a ppeal
than a highly lit tourist cave.
We left the cave and returned to the bunkhouse. After a
snack and a last debate over some obscure issue , we loaded
the truck. Soon we were on the road for Rocksprings. The
road seemed familiar and several counties away fro m
Uvalde.

Air Currents Underground
l;>y Woodrow Thomas

The issues of cave management, conservation, and access
dealt with the proposed management plan for Kickapoo
Caverns State Park. In a nutshell ; the management would
provide a web of access that grows tighter in three levels.
The levels described earlier, would control access to the
caves within the park. I argued that the plan would in effect
close Kickapoo Caverns to cavers , and non cavers alike. It
was my opinion that an alternative plan, similar to the
permit system at Carlsbad Caverns or Lincoln National
Forest, would provide access to the caves without placing a
detrimental strain on the cave resources. Kickapoo has
suffered years of "bop" traffic, graffiti and soot from torches.
It is doubtful that two or three parties of six cavers per
month would have a noticeable impact on the cave . Mike
reasoned that his management plan would allow cavers into
~he cave for "psuedq-scientific " trips.
These trips might
mclude photo documentation, graffiti inventory , and possible
restoration efforts .
The proposed restrictions would
essentially allow cavers access under the cloak of science
and the general public would be left out.
Sunday morning everyone slept late. We finally entered
Kickapoo Caverns around noon . Cavers strung out through
the Entrance Hall illustrated the immense passage size.
The Entrance Hall is terminated by a series of large
columns. At this point the main trunk continues at a lower
level. A longer side passage leads off perpendicular. to the
main trunk. Jay and I explored the side passage first.
Abruptly sealed off by formations , I felt the passage should
continue. Aft~x: taking several pictures , we returned to the
main trunk.
We followed the main trunk to a series of heavily decorated
small rooms. Many of the helectites on the ceiling were
covered with soot from years of torches being used to light
exploration . A passage to the west led to the graffiti room .
Graffiti was also found on numerous boulders and
formations throughout the cave. We noted with amusement
that old graffiti was considered historical , while new graffiti
was deemed to be vandalism .

In the spring of 1881 while hunting deer in the Black Hills
of South Dakota, Jesse Bongham and his brother Tom came
upon a curious sight. A ten-inch-diameter hole in the rock
intrigued them , and when Jesse bent over to inspect it more ·
closely, a strong wind issuing form the entrance blew hi s hat
off his head . He repeated the stunt several times, amazed
to see his hat sailing through the air. Returning the next
day to prove to incredulous friends the existence of the
"blowhole", he proceeded to toss his hat over the entrance.
Much to his chagrin, it vanished into the cave, sucked by a
powerful air current. Thus was Wind Cave discovered and
christened.
At the time, the natural forces at work were unkno wn J nd
the phenomenon mysterious. Modern speleologists have
studied several mechanisms that create air currents
underground, and modern cavers use this knowledge to find
and safely explore new caves.
Air movement is detectable in nearly all caves. In some
cases it may be slow and felt only in restrictions whe re the
passage cross-section narrows and conservation of mass
creates an increase in air speed. In other cases it may be
quite strong and a virtual wind will occur. The fac tors
controlling air movement include the external weather
patterns, the size of the cave entrance , the presence of
flowing water in the cave, the shape of the cave a nd its
vertical orientation, the volume of air in the cave, and most
importantly, whether the cave has a single or mul tip le
entrances and their relative positions .
The following
discussion describes how these factors work singly and in
combinations to create several mechanisms that ca use air
movement underground.
The most important mechanism creating air currents is the
so-called "chimney effect".
This is in respon se to
temperature differences inside and outside of a mul tip le
entrance cave resulting in a pressure difference at the lo\ler
entrance (or entrances). In an attempt to restore the
balance, air will flow either into or out of the cave .
In the winter, cave air is warmer relative to the s urface
atmosphere and is less dense comparatively. This cre a tes a
column of air inside which is lighter than the same ,·ol ume
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of outside air resulting in movement into the cave at the
lower entrance. During the summer and winter seasons the
motion of the air is persistently in one direction, but in
temperate times, daily variations in the temperature may
produce daily changes in the wind direction.
In addition to thermally-induced air currents, cave winds
can be produced by a change in the barometric pressure of
the outside atmosphere. When the pressure is altered
outside the entrance to a closed ·space, air will flow into or
out of the space to maintain a pressure balance. Since
atmospheric pressure is in a constant state of flux, cave air
responds continually.
These changes are of two types: periodic and non-periodic.
The most important periodic change is a 24-hour fluctuation
resulting from the difference in the temperature of the air
between day and night. During the day, the warm air is less
dense and the outside pressure falls. The reverse is true at
night when the barometer rises due to cooler, more dense air.
Non-periodic changes are related to weather events such as
the passage _of a storm front and its accompanying
barometric fluctuations. These are superimposed upon the
daily pressure changes and the underground air will adjust
to conform to the combined effect of both. Unless in a
constricted passage, these movements are usually too slow
to detect without instrumentation, but for caves with large
volumes and/or small entrances, the speed can be high.
For example, at the gate to Lechuguilla Cave, a cave with a
constricted entrance and over 35 miles of known passages,
cavers have encountered winds as strong as 50 m .p.h.
Another example is 50 mile-long Wind Cave in South
Dakota. In April, 198 7, it had to closed for a day because
of excessive winds in the entrance area.
When a
anemometer with a maximum scale of 70 m.p.h. was
brought in for measurements, the wind buried the needle and
observers estimated velocities in the 100 m.p.h. range!
Single entrance caves can exhibit strong winds not only
through barometric pressure changes, but also by an effect
known as entrainment. This happens when a stream enters
a cave, pulling or dragging air with it, due to friction
between the air and the surface of the water. Air will move
at low levels in the passage at speeds of a few meters or
more per second. A return air flow is necessary, therefore
air movement also occurs at a higher level in the stream
cave passage.
In the absence of a flowing stream, gravitational drainr.ge
may be at work. The caves that exhibit this are usually of
a small volume, have single entrances, and tend to have a
definite vertical trend. In the case of a downward slope, cold
external air will drain into the cave in winter and produce
a slow current at the floor level. As with the entrainment
e!I'ect, this is accompanied by a higher-level return flow of
displaced warm air in the cave.
In the case of an upward slope, the reverse phenomenon may
occur, with cold air draining out of the cave at floor level in
the summer. Air motion is initiated whenever the external
air temperature deviates above or below the near-entrance
cave air temperature. A few degrees overshoot is usually
necessary to produce a noticeable current, especially if the
floor slope is gentle.
Gravitational drainage is responsible for the occurrences of
glacieres, an internationally accepted French word for
freezing caverns, ice caves, and other types of underground
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ice houses. Well known in various lava areas of the United
States, these "cold traps" are usually single-entrance,
bottle-shaped caves with downward trends which contain ice
year round. Normally, within a cave, the temperature is
roughly equal to the average temperature of the surface
environment above the cave.
In an ice cave, cold air enters during the winter and sinks to
the lowest levels. The warm air of summer is largely
incapable of displacing the heavier air in the cave and only
a limited amount is exchanged through expansion and
contraction due to barometric pressure changes. Permanent
ice is maintained throughout the year in the lower portions
despite the fact that the mean annual temperature above
ground is higher than freezing.
Whereas gravitational drainage creates air flow in one
direction consistently throughout the season, some caves
have been encountered which experience a regular reversal
in air motion. This "breathing" effect, which is periodic but
not seasonal, has been explained as a resonance
phenomenon. It was first studied by Burton Faust in ?.-1ay
1955 in what is now known as Breathing Cave, located in
Virginia. While waiting in a small passage near the
entrance, he noticed the unusual reversal of air direction
and lit a candle to study the effect further.
The breathing phenomenon takes place at the end of a
straight passage about 150 feet long, known as the Entrance
Passage. From this point inward, the cave continues as an
extensive series of rooms. Ten feet nearer the entrance from
this point, a lateral opening to the north leads to another
series of rooms.
Intrigued by what he saw, Faust
subsequently initiated a succession of simultaneous
observations of air velocity and direction in the entrance
passage.
He observed an irregular air current which moved
continuously from the entrance into the north passage, past
the mouth of Breathing Passage. At the same time, the air
movement in Breathing Passage reversed direction
approximately every minute.
Faust compared this
phenomenon with that of a compound Helmholtz resonator ,
or a common jug. When air is blown across the mouth of the
jug, the air in the jug acts as a spring, compressing and
expanding with a certain resonant frequency, which is heard
as a low musical note. A breathing cave is like a very large
and irregular jug but its size makes the oscillation of the air
mass too slow to create an audible note.
Breathing Cave is favorably arranged for this resonance
phenomenon to occur probably because of a "chimney
effect" which moves air constantly between the entrance and
the North Passage, past the mouth of the Breathing
Passage, either inward or outward depending on the season.
There are several other mechanisms that can create cave
wind that deserve mentioning. In a single-entrance cave
with a stream, rapidly rising flood water may displace the
air at a rate fast enough to produce a noticeable outward
flowing current.
Additionally, in a multiple entrance cave which is properly
exposed, external atmospheric conditions, such as surface
winds, can produce a direct response underground. That is,
external winds may funnel into an entrance producing a
strong and steady current throughout the cave. Also. two
widely separated entrances may experience quite different
pressures when the external surface pressure gradients <He
high, such as occurs when an intense low pressure system is
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in the vicinity of the cave. This could set up a compensating
air current underground. A strong thunderstorm cell could
also trigger this effect.
Next month, Woodrow discusses how caue air can affect cauers
and caue exploration.

DFW Grotto Activities

by Jay Jorden

This week, Janet Thorne, chair of the National Speleological
Society's conservation committee, wrote the Dallas-Fort
Worth Grotto for a survey on bat protection. She said Bat
Conservation International, based in Austin, had asked her
to write an article for its magazine, Bats. She surveyed
grottos to ascertain cavers' attitudes and relationships with
bats and whether they have altered in the past 10 years.
"This survey recognizes that responses are based on your
personal impression of the attitudes of grotto members ... ,"
she wrote.
In general, since the DFW Grotto's formation in the early
1950s, there has been a metamorphosis in attitudes and
beliefs about bats. I believe that now, the club's general
attitude toward protecting bats is very positive, and has
historically been at least somewhat positive.
About 85 percent of grotto members now have very positive
feelings about bat protection, with another 10 percent
somewhat positive and 5 percent neutral. I don't believe we
have any members who harbor any negative feelings about
bats.
But those percentages have changed from a decade ago,
when about 75 percent were somewhat positive, with 10
percent or so very positive and about 15 percent neutral on
the subject.
Based on these figures, between 96 and 100 percent of grotto
members would probably refuse to enter a cave during
known hibernating or maternity periods for endangered bat
species. That compares with a decade ago, when the figure
was probably more like 76 to 95 percent.
For non-endangered bat species, the numbers of grotto
members who would refuse to enter a cave during
hibernating or maternity periods is likely smaller. Today,
it's probably 76 to 95 percent; 10 years ago, the number was
26 to 75 percent.
The survey asked what methods the grotto currently uses
when members enter a cave area containing bats. Our
actions have run the gamut of all the possibilities. They
include minimizing non-verbal noise, stopping conversation
and immediately leaving the bat area of the cave. Members
also avoid shining lights on bats, avoid going near a bat or
touching a bat. Members have also warned others about the
danger of entering a cave containing bats, in that their
presence might disturb them.
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presentation on conservation, complete with some pet flying
foxes and the organization's excellent slide show.
Over the past several years, grotto members have also had
the opportunity to assist Dr. Merlin Tuttle, BCI founder, in
some of his work in Central Texas, including identifying
roosting sites and bat types, etc. Also, through our
participation in the Southern Plains Region, we have been
. aiding biologists in Oklahoma who were conducting bat
inventories and doing other work. And, through the Texas
Speleological Association, members are working on a Texas
bat guidebook.
Before 1979, the grotto was helping to post information and
closure signs at bat caves, and talking with visitors at caves
about bats. These days, we're also publishing positive
information about bats in our newsletter and the other
magazines in which we are involved, sponsoring talks about
bats, donating money to bat projects, building and installing
bat boxes and assisting scientists with bat population
censuses. Through the Texas Cave Management
Association, we are also developing an exhibit on bats for
display.
In other grotto news, members have been active in the
Lechuguilla Cave Project in southeastern New Mexico.
Members who have been project participants include Steve
Dalton, Mike Cagle, John P. Brooks, Sharon Lytle, Sheila
Knight and Jay Jorden. The cave is now seventh longest in
the country, at about 37 miles (and still going!) and second
deepest, at a little less than 1,500 feet. Project participants
have also been involved at digging in nearby Manhole Cave.
In the Guadalupe Mountains, a Memorial Day trip saw
members exploring in Three Fingers Cave and ridgewalking
in the area, along with visiting other known caves.
In Arkansas, the club continues to participate in mapping
at Fitton Cave through the auspices of the Cave Research
Foundation. Pete Lindsley and John Brooks have been
heavily involved in this work, along with Terry Holsinger,
who has also led trips to other Arkansas caves. Troy Shelton
has been caving in that state this year.
Oklahoma caves remain a popular destination for the club,
and efforts ·are being made to re-establish some landowner
relationships that were hurt when the area suffered an
economic slump. Several mapping projects remain
unfinished there. But trips have been made to the Turner
Falls area for caving and vertical practice.
South of the border, DFW cavers have been helping to check
leads in the mountains south of Monterrey this year and
traveling south of the Tropic of Cancer in search of
underground wonders.
Plans are even being made by several grotto members to go
overseas later this year on a British caving trip. Details will
be available later. At least one other trip to Mexico is also
in store.

It's a scientific fact that, when a hibernating bat is
disturbed, the process can cause the animal to lose valuable
stored nutrients and possibly endanger its life.

In Texas, the grotto has been active at Texas Speleological
Association projects, including the Longhorn Ca,·erns
cleanup. Several members attended the winter and summer
TSA meetings. Central Texas is again becoming a popular
destination.

Our members are conservation-oriented, I believe. They
want to protect bats and this was made evident at a recent
club program, at which Burt Grantges of BCI made a

So much karst; so little time!
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Rupley Finds New Road to
Infiernillo
by Carol Carlson and Kenny McGee
Destination: Cueva de Infiernillo, Brinco, Mexico
Personnel: Kenny McGee, George Sanders, Wild Bill
Rupley, Charles Fromen, Carl Phillip Fromen (age 10), Carol
Carlson
Dates: Easter 1989
Rupley's Fur Mobile meets George's Black Truck about 9:30
p.m. Friday and, with two-way radios tuned, the small group
of GHG'ers (Greater Houston Grotto) headed for the wilds of
Gruta del Canyon Purificacion in the mountains west of
Ciudad Victoria. At the border crossing, Bill paid an
enormously low "bite" of 50 cents. Are payoffs really
curtailing? The exchange rate was 2,730 pesos to $1. On
Saturday morning, George felt so .ftisky that he decided
there was no use in wasting time. So before midnight, we
had set up camp the other side of Paso de la Muerte. It was
a disappointment to miss seeing all that lovely scenery
because of the darkness. But the trip was warm, bumpy and
beautifully dry.
Back in the early 1970s, Charles From en and Harry Walker
had first discovered this cave. By pushing all the leads, it
proved to be a huge and glorious cave system which captured
the attention of the Texas Speleological Association and the
Association for Mexican Cave Studies.
They began
surveying and mapping. It was a through cave which goes
inside the mountains and exits at Coralles or Conrado
Castillo and is called Brinco.
The Saturday night camp was on the mountainside about
four miles from Gramaldos. Carol and Kenny discovered that
their new stove did not work (all their food was to be cooked)
but George came to the rescue. On Sunday morning, we
made last-minute preparations for the hike down into the
canyon. Bill parked his van at Gramaldo's granddaughter's
home. Everyone piled into George's four-wheel-drive and
drove down the road into the canyon until the road ended. A
major roadblock required all muscle power to remove the
fallen tree.
The three-hour hike was super, even though everyone was
loaded to the gills. Carl Phillip even carried his load (kinda).
Hundreds of parrots in the tall pine trees greeted us at the
halfway point. Their squawking was so remarkable that we
could hardly hear one another - incredibly loud and noisy.
Carl Phillip and Carol collected red and green feathers.
Charles said that was the first time he had ever seen the
parrots there.
Poison ivy abounds. The hike down was steep, and Kenny's
pack was so heavy that he fell over and Carol managed to
right the wrong. They took pictures and lagged behind the
re~t of the pack, but Wild Bill "Nojack" "I wanna go to
lVhcos" "Da Weasel" Rupley occasionally kept in voice
contact until we all arrived at the bottom, where we were
dwarfed by the Rio Purificacion giant boulders. George and
Bill went for the hairy rope rigging climb while Carl Phil_lip
discovered Spider Cave ( 15-foot horizontal cave w1th
~~eleothems). Two parrots flew out of the entrance and
JOmed the other 500,000 already circling high overhead. As
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darkness prevailed, Carl Phillip was first and ascended the
120-foot inchworm workout. Dad lends assistance at the
halfway point. A second rope was rigged by Charles which
was used to haul our pack gear. Wild Bill donates his watch
in care of rope rigging detail.
The sand-pile camp No. 1 was located about 500 yards into
the cave. Sleep came quickly about 10:30 p.m. "Space
Blanket George" didn't need a sleeping bag because the cave
was a very comfortable 54 degrees.
Monday Morning: At 9 a.m., Frisky George is ready to
cave. Without breakfast, Carol joins the pack in search of
the Confusion Tubes . A few photos were snapped along the
way. Due to being scoured once or twice a year, the cave is
very clean and is full of beautiful, assorted colors. A short
belay was needed at "Jump Rock" before arriving at the
Confusion Tubes, which were anastomosing passages within
the steel-grey limestone. Exotic chert concretions added to
the splendor of amazement. Thanks to Kenny's tiny
reflectors, a return trip through the swiss cheese section was
a snap. We returned to base camp about 6 p.m. Wild Bill
survived the "daze" adventure as he continued his struggle
to wake up from last 11ight's nap. A clear lake sump about
100 yards from camp provided water refills. A gourmet
dehydrated feast was scarfed up before turning in for a
restful night.
Tuesday: Early to rise and break camp! We arrived back
at the entrance before noon. Entrance photos were taken
before exiting the cave. Although no parrots were there ~o
guide us back up the mountain to the truck, the overcast
skies were a blessing. George rappells down first . C. Phillip
makes his very first rappel with much moral support and
anxiously looked forward to Dad's arrival (on the second
rope) after reaching "The Big Ledge." About 120 feet later,
Dad and son and George waited below under boulders to hide
from light mist. Kenny descended to an upper ledge and
locked off to assist Wild Bill who hand-lowered packs on the
haul rope. After packs were lowered, Carol descended on the
haul rope to make a parallel descent beside Kenny. Wild Bill
was last and decided to descend with two packs in a rapid
swat team style rappel. Carol's 130-foot PMI was left rigged
to assist the next group of GHG'ers coming with Harry
Walker in a few weeks.
Charles and Carl Phillip hiked and flagged their way up the
steep three-hour trip to the truck. Car-sized boulders
camouflaged the ravine turnoff that we should have taken.
After 200 yards of boulder scrambling, we realized that we
probably went too far downstream. As .we rested, weightl~ss
George "flies" back toward the cave m searc~ of t~e stde
canyon. Wild Bill, in search of a place to reheve htm~elf,
decided to look ahead, just around the next house-stzed
boulder. As he disappeared, he screams, "WOW!!! There·s a
road here. This is the end of a new road!!" And thus was
born: "Bill's New Road". Actually, Carol saw this road
during one of our scenic roadside stops from the top of the
canyon. However, everyone thought she was looking at the
dry riverbed since she was "just a girl." Kenny got so excited
and voted to stash our packs, except for water, and hike back
uphill to get the trucks, find "Bill's New Road" and retrieve
the stashed packs. However, his great idea was vetoed. So,
four hours later, with 70-pound packs, we finally heard
Charles, somewhere, as he called us home. We figured out
that we went too far to the right and should have gone more
toward the left. What a jungle! And it was getting near
dusk. By the time we got to Bill's van, it was dark with a
temperature in the low 40s.
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Wednesday: The next morning, Antonio Sanchez and his
dog Lassie came to our camp. He agreed to show us the new
road and overlook. At the end of the new road is a 1/4-mile,
20-minute hike to view the cave from the other side of the
canyon. We had lunch with Senor Sanchez on the
switchback road back to the main road . We gave him
bundles of clothes and goodies as payment before continuing
west to the unknowns of Sierra Madre Oriental toward
Caballos and Canada Verde in search of caves and other
Mexican adventures. Looking forward to Charles' promised
swimming hole, we finally arrived at dusk to find a stagnant
pothole with a few pollywogs and one dead frog. The water
was chilly and everyone thought they didn't really need a
bath , yet. Besides , we would have had to swim with the
cows . We camped before darkness , had a nice fire, big supper
with hot link roast and all celebrated Harry Walker's
annual popcorn popoff birthday bash, while wild pigs were
squealing with delight.
Thursday: Carl Phillip discovered that the Mexican Easter
bunny had invaded camp during the night and left a clutter
of colorful candy eggs hidden everywhere. Wild Bill decided
he has donated enough rubber to the cause and longs for the
asphalt jungle to the Micas region. However, we convince
him that a big cave is "just around the corner." Four hours
later, (at five mph) we get to The Rock. After one hour of
working with George's come-along, we moved The Rock
enough to squeeze between it and the ledge and continue
upward. The next 100 yards, we discovered the road is
completely washed out and would require a tank. After
negotiating the turnaround and The Rock again, we stop for
lunch. Wild Bill changes a badly worn tire with George's
jack. Bill, Carol and Kenny part company with George,
Charles and Carl Phillip .
On our trip down the mountain toward El Carmen, Wild Bill
"I really wanna go to Micas now" Rupley loses his brakes
and a slow leak results in a flat tire. A friendly local truck
driver loans us his jack. We drove to Cd. Victoria for a
dining-out supper. We continued south to Mante where we
camped at the beautiful resurgence, or nacimiento, at Rio
Mante . Record-breaking diving has been done there .
Good Friday Morning: We enjoyed the clear, warm water
swim. A small cave marks the resurgence. A dive record of
more than 700 feet was made . The current is very swift,
making it a challenge to swim to the small cave entrance.
Hundreds of locals arrived to enjoy the holiday by picnicking
with family and friends. We were great entertainment for
them as we had already begun our spring house cleaning.
Sharing the morning in the park with the whole town was a
wonderful experience. Oh yes .. . Carol did give two Spanish
Bibles to the Gramaldo families. One family in particular
was extremely happy and thankful. We drove down to El
Saito to view the spectacular waterfall and other cascading
waterfalls. The main fall was rerouted to supply electrical
current. We dined in Mante that night, then tried to find Rio
Corona but passed it before we ever started looking.
Saturday: We shopped in Matamoros . Have you ever been
.nto a Mexican candy store? Mark Kilroy 's mother came to
mr van as we waited in the long line to cross the border. She
was distributing fliers about her missing son, who had come
to Matamoros for spring break. (Later developments proved
a tragic fate had befallen him -Ed.).
This was a good trip - ya shudda been there!
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Crump's Cave Update
by Woodrow Thomas
There has been no new survey added to Crump 's Cave since
the December trips. The heavy rains during the first part of
this year caused unusually high water levels in the cave.
Long sections of normally dry trunk passage were
inundated. Flowing water was heard in other areas beneath
breakdown rooms, indicating previously unknown wa ter
routes.
Several excursions into the cave have taken place during the
past few months . These included a "sight seeing" trip by a
visiting grotto and a cleanup/photo trip by local cavers. The
owner maintains his request that all visits be coordina ted
through the Green River Grotto in Bowling Green.
David Doyle reports that an 1803 date with legible names
has been discovered in an area of the cave which has other
historic signatures . This find predates the oldest signa t ures
found there so far and if confirmed will be older than any in
:Ylammoth Cave. He intends to research the county records
for verification.
David Doyle and Jim Smith have begun a technical climb up
a 40 foot high vertical shaft with what appears to be going
passage at the top. They climbed 20 feet on their first trip
and efforts continue.
An updated map of Crump's Cave is forthcoming .
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Longhorn Cavern Oeanup Project
by Butch Fralia
April 1-2, 1989, some seventy-five cavers from across the State (one
from as far away as England) came to participate in the Longhorn
Cleanup Project, and what can I say, it was a complete success. As
~of titi s writing, cavers are still being recognized for their efforts. Doug
Allen, vice-chairman of the Texas Speleological Association (TSA)
or o~ nized the project with consulting services and appropriate
int~·oductions made by those already known by the Park Service for
. their previous involvement in Park Projects. Unfortunately, the TSA
hasn' t completely been recognized as an organization by TPWD, they
still rely on contact and recommendations from people they are used
to working with and who have a proven performance record. Doug
lhadn' t been involved in a project this large nor had he been involved
with Park Projects so he had to prove himself as a worthy person
capable of assuming the desired task. He accomplished this and set
about to organize one of the best, most successful one time projects
to cime. Doug cannot receive enough honorable mention for the role
he piayed in this project.
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This project lasted a time 'til suddenly all the cans and rotten
cardboard boxes were out of the fissure waiting transportation to the
surface. Shariff and the tour guide were busy tying these on the rope.
During this whole period, tours were coming by and explanations were
made about the Civil Defense Rations but not about the strange
people standing around wearing kneepads, hardhats and carbide lamps.
There was much staring on both sides. Don decided he wasn't
needed to tie cans to the rope so he took the opportunity to check
out some of the area side passages (mostly crawlways) for "garbage."
The older person started hearing some tourist singing the Marlboro
song and decided to see what was happening on the surface. He was
curious about where the ration cans were being hauled up from.

,The fun began around the campfire Friday night and lasted into the
wee hours of the morning. Old friends gathered to collect the latest
new:;, participate in the camaraderie, take part in the project and even
to party a little bit.

r
Th~ real work began Saturday morning at the headquarters building
wit!l five state archaeologists briefing cavers on what constitutes an
arc!,l!Ological artifact. Anything over fifty years old or which appeared
to b.; over fifty years old would have to be checked out and possibly
left in place. Carl Ponebshek, just shuddered and hoped he wasn 't
!inclu ded in that. Ronnie Waggoner, the park manager and lessee
said that having cavers present for the project was the answer to a
dream he'd had since the seventies. He had long wanted to get the
various messes cleaned up but the resources just weren 't available.
We were welcomed and advised we'd have the cave all night Saturday
nig<1t as reward for our efforts.

.Grou ps began to form and those wishing to work underground lined
up. It was a beautiful day to enjoy sun and nature, even if it did
involve cleaning out a sinkhole so yours truly decided since the cave
wou ld be available all night, he would remain topside. Ah but this
was not to be.
Doug Allen approached and requested an
underground appearance. Something about needing an older person
und('rground. He could have said a more experienced person was
needed or a seasoned caver, but no .... we had to have an older person
in tile cave. Soon it was all organized and the different groups
headed for their assigned tasks. The older person, Don Denton , an
Arc:b medical student named Shariff, escorted by a park
employee/tour guide soon found themselves under ground. Quite
ncar the main room in the cave where the speak easy once resided,
the Indian councils were once held and where more historical events
than ever recorded took place was the sight of their part of the
.project. A high fissure was the home of civil defense rations placed
there in nineteen sixty-two. Having been a high school student during
the Cuban crisis and looking out class room windows over stacked
sand bags, made it easier to appreciate the presence of these articles,
II was a crazy era. Survival crackers and carbohydrate supplements,
over a hundred cans of them, large cans weighing on the order of
forty pounds apiece. The older person and Don climbed and began
hamting cans down to Shariff who, assisted by the able tour guide,
began preparing them to be hoisted to the surface. A team was
form ed on the surface to manually haul the cans up via rope. Who
s~ys college students don't work, these University of Texas (UT
Grotto) people assisted by "older" cavers hauled all day. Over a
hundred trips down into the cave with the rope and back up with a
can of crackers or carbohydrates.

CD R ations at the surface.

Photo by D. Allen

The maintenance access was located about the time a large dump
truck, slightly overloaded with trash came from somewhere farther
back on the property. This indeed was to be a successful day if a
truck that large was loaded already. The truck headed for the dump,
one of six trips it would make th at day.
Those pulling the ration cans out of the cave, had stopped long
enough to open a can of crackers and a can of carbohydrate
substitute. Believe it or not but after twenty-six years in the cave,
they were still good. The crackers weren't much (but then they never
were) but the carbohydrate substitute turned out to be quite edible
candy. Hard lemon drops, and various other flavors were sampled
and suddenly the rush was on, these delicacies had to be saved and
everyone was scrambling for their own can to carry home. The candy
will probably be eaten but all those crackers? White elephant gifts at
this year's Christmas parties will be especially interesting. In a few
more years they'll be antique survival rations.
Back into the cave with Doug Allen , leaving those on the surface to
their noble efforts. The dynamic duo was immediately accosted by a
tourist lady who wanted an explanation of why the rations and garbage
were being removed. She complained that since they weren 't in sight,
they couldn 't hurt anything. A quick explanation of the karst
relationship to the water table quieted her, she exclaimed "you mean
these holes have some use for something else besides to walk around
in?" While she thought this over, the cavers escaped leaving her to
be tended by her frustrated tour guide. 'The tour guides later
reported she upset the whole tour complaining about the cleanup.
The only thing we could figure to explain her attitude was perhaps she
thought the state was paying good money for our services when they
could have been doing something more useful with it like building
prisons.
In the big room , cans were still being hauled. Don Denton decided
it was time to check out adjacent crawlways and see how much trash
they had accumulated. Doug and the "older caver" took their queue
from this and decided to do the same toward the back of the cave.
They came upon a tour group where the guide asked that carbide
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lamps be extinguished so tourist could experience total darkness.
Carbides were extinguished, and the guide turned off the cave lights.
In a moment, when eyes adjusted to the dark, a small voice screamed
out; "there's something glowing back there, and it's moving." The
lights came back on exposing astounded tourists and a terrified eight
year old girl pointing at the cavers. The "older caver" remembered his
glow in the dark helmet which for a moment was a real tourist
attraction. Quickly excusing themselves, the cavers passed the tour
group before violence erupted. They made a point to avoid tour
groups after that.

the Texas Caver

commercialize a cave. It doesn't have the formations Sonora does but
it's basically in a natural state except for trails and lights. With the
mud removed from the walls, the natural coloring of the cave is quite
beautiful in some places. Several areas have large deposits of Calcite
crystal showing in the walls. It was worth hauling candy and crackers
and digging a few sinkholes to have the opportunity to explore the
cave freely without restrictions or guides.

Back at the work site, Don Denton allowed as how he had indeed
found garbage in the crawlways, there were stashes of old medical
supplies which would need removing. This lead to an expedition of
cavers with trash bags into a crawlway just off the main trail. The
stash was relocated, and it's contents inventoried as they were placed
in the trash bags. Large bottles of Aspirin, penicillin tablets, various
bandages, salves and a generous supply of condoms was noted. These
were bagged with the exception of a few souvenirs which went into
pockets.
The cans and trash bags were finally removed, leaving only one
underground task for completion. There was once a photographic
darkroom near the council room where tourist group photos were
developed. This had to be disassembled and carried out. About the
time the disassembly was complete, most of the surface work was
completed so all the cavers present went into the cave and carried out
at least one piece of wood each.

The commercial entrance.
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The project was very successful, TPWD and Ronnie Waggoner are
still raving about how much was accomplished and how hard everyone
worked. When the final tally came in, there were seven large dump :
truck loads and twelve pickup loads of garbage removed from the
cave and the grounds. The likelihood the area will again become so
polluted is highly unlikely.
Local/North Texas Cavers present were Clay Chambers, Don Denton,
Dale Ellison, Butch and Jennifer Fralia, Arlene Heintz, Terry
Holsinger, Jay Jorden, Dave McClung, James Savage, Bennison and
Danny Sherrod and Quinta Wilkinson. For those who missed the trip,
it was one of the premier events in Texas Caving for 1989.

Hauling out the darkroom.
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The fissure and the dark room were carefully cleaned and it would
be hard for the casual observer to realize there had ever been
anything there other than what nature had contributed.
With the work project (for this trip) mostly complete, everyone
headed for camp to eat supper and rest up for an evening in
Longhorn. At seven P.M. everyone was scheduled to meet back at
the entrance and find out if there really were blind catfish past the
commercial trail. Were the side passages marked with red lights really
endless passages to which no end had been found? Seventy-five
people were fully intending to find out.
It was great, there weren't any endless passages we could find but it
wasn't because we didn't try. Young Jennifer Fralia and friend
climbed to every high lead and crawled through every low lead.
Danny Sherrod, James Savage, Don Denton and others went to find
the catfish. The tour guides always said the catfish lake was about
one half mile but it's not that far. About twenty feet past the end of
the tour the water began, a low water crawl with water about six
inches below the ceiling.

Longhorn Cavern is a spectacular cave,
Conservation Corps during the thirties,
with fire hoses. Recently having visited
refreshing to realize that mass blasting

it was dug out by the Civilian
and washed completet:r clean
the Caverns of Sonora, it was
isn't necessary to successfully
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Before and after of dump area near sinkhole.
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